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ABSTRACT
The seven papers in this volume cover varied topics

in the field of current linguistics. The first paper, on underlying

phonological representations, is written to show that, on the basis

of syllabificationg vowel 7uality is a redundant aspect of English

phonology and that stress .1ssignment can also be based on

syllabification. The second paper presents some observations

concerning interracial sociolinguistic language behavior of high

school youth. Differences and disagreements between structural and

Chomskyian (and post-Chomskyian) linguistics are discussed in another

paper,. The author of the fourth paper performs a structural semantic

analysis on a line from one of Sherwood Anderson's short stories. The

analysis is based on Firthian concepts of collocation and context and

employs ideas developed by Katz and Fodor, Sydney Lamb, and Uriel

Weinreich. The fifth paper presents a discussion of subject-raising

verbs and structures that accompany such constructions. One paper

considers various aspects of the varieties of English spoken in

India. The final paper discusses Whorf's linguistic relativity and

criticizes that theory in terms of recent linguistic thought. (W1)
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Foreword

The publication of the following papers was made possible

by a grant from Central Michigan University to stimulate the

publication of research in language and linguistics resulting

from activities of the Michigan Linguistic Society.

Of some nine papers submitted to the October 3, 1970

conference at Central Michigan University, seven are herein

included. They represent ongoing research in applied and

theoretical linguistics.

."
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"Concerning Underlying Phonological Representations"

Larry Nessly

University of Michigan

Chomsky and Halle base stress assignment partly upon the

presence of underlying tense vowels, double consonants, and

morpheme boundaries. As a result, they can claim to approxi-

mate the spelling in the underlying representation. This paper

will try to show, on the basis of syllabification, that vowel

quality is a redundant aspect of English phonology. Further-

more, stress assignment can also be based on syllabification.

Thus one finds a very close parallel in English spelling of

the underlying representations most suitable for a phonological

study.

Even if syllabification is considered redundantly deriv-

able from already stressed underlying representations, it still

must be granted that the rules of syllabification need to be

specified. This paper will specify some of those rules, showing

that stress assignment can proceed without the use of underlying

tense vowels, and indeed showing that vowel quality itself is

redundant. Two specific instances of generalities regarding

vowel quality will be given with related observations concern-

ing foreign vowel quality and anylicization.

As one can see from such words as an-i-mal, can-te-lope.,

a-strol-o-ov, op-ti-mal, platraAude., mad-ri-oal, and a-rach-nid,

syllabifiction proceeds in two steps, The first s'..ep, or initial
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syllabification, divides a word-internal consonant cluster so

that the largest number of consonants forming an acceptable

word initial cluster begins the right hand syllable. Thus,

single consonants are originally syllable-initial, and one gets

a-ni-mal, canzte-, a-stro-lo-gy, op-ti-mal, pla-ti-tude,

ma-dri-gal, and a-rach-nid. Such a division is intuitively

reasonable, and is found also in Indonesian, as an example.

Next, one assigns stress, irrespective of any method, just to

establish stress. Now it happens that open stressed syllables,

(ones ending in a vowel) become closed by a consonant in the

succeeding syllable. That is, open-stressed syllables become

closed in English. This results in the final syllabification

in-i-mal, cAn-te-lopel a-str61-o-24. 6p-tiMal, plst-i-tude,

mAd-ri-oall and a-r&ch-nid. (Notice that the s in ezstr6l-o-gy

and the r in a-rach-nid do not shift, since the syllable that

would be closed is not stressed.)

Now that we have outlined syllabification, it would be

convenient to find other aspects of English phonology based on

this process. One of these aspects is stress assignment.

Stress assignment is not a phenomenon that I pretend to

understand although there are enough principles to motivate a

deeper analysis. Briefly, the pattern is that disyllabic words

are stressed on the first syllable while adjectives and nouns

of three or more syllables omit the final syllable before

assigning stress. With the final syllable omitted, stress is

assigned to pairs of syllables, with stress falling on the left

syllable if the riqht syllable is open, and on the right syllable
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if that syllable is closed. This assignment is quitl like that

found in Chomsky and Halle. Thus, in the preceding words, we

get stress placement of &-ni-mal, cgn-te-lore, 1:11m1=12=1L,

do-ti-mal, pl4-ti-tude, mAzdrizell, and a-rAch-nid. With stress

assigned, we can then close the appropriate syllables according

to the principle already mentioned, that of closing an open-

stressed syllable.

So far we have suggested principles of syllabification and

then based stress placement on the sequence of syllable config-

urations, of open and closed syllables. A final stap now is to

base vowel quality upon syllabification.

A common observation regarding English is that vowels that

have undergone vowel shift occur in open syllables, while those

that have not undergone the shift occur in closed syllables,

The difference between shifted and unshifted vowels (to be called

tense and lax) can be seen in the respective tense-lax alter-

nations of verbose, verbosity; plane, 21apular; and vile, x11111.

That vowel quality is related to sylliAble openness can now

be seen in the various pronunciations of what is spelled banal.

Thus in hi-nal we see an open stressed vowel being tense, while

an unstressed vowel is reduced. In 'An-al and ba-nk we find

a closed stressed syllable being lax, and again a lack of stress

giving vowel reduction. In terms of syllabification, then, if

vowel quality is not assigned until after final syllabification

(when open stressed syllables are closed), then one finds lax

vowels in both 4.n-i-mal and cin-te-looe., and in the other words

where they should appear. In addition, one finds tense vowels
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in open syllables in such words as E.d9Lallt, equal, potato, and

silo, as we shall see.

If we begin the derivaticin with ambiguous underlying vowels

(vcwels unmarked according to tenseness), then it is possible

to predict the surface vowel quality with sufficient initial

information, and it becomes especially important to locate those

environments where tense vowels regularly occur. The rest of

this paper will discuss two areas where surface tenre vowels

regularly appear, and note some rather interesting by-products

of using ambiguous vowels.

One place where tense surface vowels regularly appear is

in the penultimate syllable of two- and three-syllable nouns

ending in a vowel. That is, one regularly gets tense vowels in

the penultimate syllables in such words as halo, zebra, silo,

sodal and hobo, as well as potato, arene, tuxedo, volcano, and

ihta. Words which end in and yin the spelling behave differ-

ently, as illustrated by menu, value, and city, and by avenue,

family, and entity.

Another regularity about the words just given is that they

are anomalous for English. Thus the hormal trisyllable pattern

is illustrated by animal rather than by amino, and also illus-

trated by cantelope, democrat, and aptitude. Lax initial vowels

regularly occurring in disyllabic words can be seen in te!on,

tepid, level, tacit, and polyp, as opposed to halo, zebra, silo,

soda, and hobo, where lax initial vowels do not occur. Further-

more, while stress is normally,based on syllable configuration

in trisyllabic words, as in animal, cantelope electron, and
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arachnid, in the words being considered, stress falls on the

penultimate syllable regardless of syllable structure, as in

voic5no, mosquIto, magn&to, cantina, iqu&na, tomato, and amdeba,

instead of expected but inappropriate v6lcano, m6squito, m4cineto,

cantina, iguana, t6mato, and amoeba. Thus these words are ex-

ceptions to major regularities in English.

Further, more particular evidence supports the claim that

these words are anomalous. Regularly in English, syllables and

words do nct end with an EF3 sound. This sound in this position

has a remarkably high occturrence among the words being considered.

Words with final stress regularly have this sound rather than Call:

In addition, one can make a case that certain [r] soundsand [i]

sounds save femiga origin as well.

Nornally ore would consider a surface [r] sound to derive

from underlying [e], while a surface [g] sOund derives from under-

lying bi]. Instead, I would claim that,for these words, surface

[g] derives from an underlying ambiguous a; surface [i] derives

from an underlying ambiguous vowel i; and surface [g] derives

from an underlying ambiguous vowel e. Some evidence follows.

In the overwhelm3Ag number of cases, when final [g] occurs, then

a preceding E53 also occurs in an open-stressed syllable in

those places where one would expect Le], Similarly, En and

[g] occur in open stressed syllables before [i], however, with

a difference. Whereas [.] is anomalous in tense position, [r]

and [g] could be equated with the vowels in feet and late. A

major consideration opposes this solution. In the languages

from which these words come, the sounds Eg], [I], and [g] are
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00411114,44110. goose somposs 41494 :esponding to [g], Cal], and [I].

vbs.. whimmo Gre seelows. .rectly from the host language. As

sow 01,04,440. um4444400, law e -sounds are unshifted, tens_ values

of 1". Ao 40. pliomeiree4 , when tense CU occurs, then the

esistsgase so so ems wi A values [i], [i], and [i] also occur.

tisgsfteg ei 001,411 ce is to look at the alternations

401 atelownstotiomo itime 140100 orms. Thus one finds [wikg] versus

Crime) OM *ow imis404 1114 J. No intermediate form baike]

es4044", 01144111 CAW' *Mew that Eel goes with foreign MI

i0,4414 (1) ODOM W$W 44010.40 [0]. Similarly, one finds Gligldu

Waft) Ps* S *Mel f crude sugar, without intermediate

oretsysI44 1 [i] groups with final MI while

WOW CO 400 mod444 CO) roup with final [e]. Also one

1416011 1111401046; seiftle C14141 Aine] for quJiline.

S. 0,100, Imes, Osiii re these words to be anomalous for

"is 0041.0104.01 Pealsommi IS) he trisyllabic words have penulti-

osolo ~IMO 00616,44400 Of .lable structure, and with tense

0016,40 & 01.4 P0040400. 4: The disyllabic words with a sinrjla

41104$44 04001110011001 ais Imat :ather than lax first vowels.- (3) A

'OM amMalat air Sas 116.160 a0 re a clearly anomalous vowel sound

CI). aallaaa. alaa am Sae 0 )urce language of the word. (4) Al-

68111180441100 441 0'61.1644444. ;how that other sounds ([g] and [r])

444. 06"64440.4. 44 41100861/01s; sounds, having value similar to

IMO. SO 010 00104 1111.1.

it maw la". a., 4.4. dolls, then, how are they to be

11,11800111 60040 00, 0006 i lesa words are originally quite for-

44044 4000 6664 " 66 41113, 4114' -.7.ertain degrees that they have

1
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r

become anglicized. Thus LwekaJ is still quite foreign, coming

from Maori, while [wrke] is immediately recognizable as more

English. While both exist as English pronunciations within

English, clearly one is more English than the other. Similarly

- 1

with [mglidi] versus Cmeledail and [kinkina] versus Ckwinkw&ine].

-
One also finds such variations as Lbenil, banml, bgnel, and

4
bmnel] and [omega, omrge, 6m6ge, &nage, omega]. Chomsky and

Halle would represent each of these variations separately, with

some variations having more underlying consonants than others,

and with the resultant implication that these variations are

unrelated words. Ross, on the other hand, would recognize banal

as ending in a dental consonant and claim that stress shift is

optional, as one can see. Ross would be missing the point, how-

. ,

ever. Cbenil] is a highly French pronunciation, with EbeneelJ

a slight improvement in vowel quality. Both correspond reason-
.

ablyclosely to the original French, [bgnel] is more anglicized

in stress and vowel quality, while [banal] achieves the ultimate

anglicization, with the lax first vowel. Thus I would claim

that [benil, benill benel, binel] come from underlying banal,
- '

with the form getting competing anglicizations, while Comige,

-
Eméga, omega, om ega] all come from underlying omega, given

different degrees of anglicization.

Notice that these unnaturalized forms are given ambiguous

r =
representations, as iwekal wikei being represented by weka.

-

Then different degrees of anglicization apply, not necessarily

in a completely predictable manner, giving the appropriate stir-

!. -,
face form. Thus Epntetoi has underlying form petato, while

-
t.4
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[sonata] has underlying form sonata.

In words like [banana], [data], and [lava] one sees the

ultimate anglicization, closinq an open [g] syllable (from an

open [g] syllable) to a closed cia syllable, a sound that must

be recognized as peculiarly English. Thus beginning with an

underlying lava, one could imagine the following chain of an-
.

glicization to [lave]: [1a-va]l [1a-va], [1a-va], [1a-ve],

ilfg-va], and [liv-O]. Such forms as [dit-a], Edrim-a], [gia-a],

r[larv-a], and Lpla2-a] are usually not used by highly educated

speakers, who tend to emphasize their knowledge by affectation.

In brief, let me summarize what has been claimed in this

part of the paper. (1) The words regularly have penultimate

stress with open tense vowels in that posi:Lion. (2) Foreign

vowel sounds can occur in these words. (3) These foreign sounds

can be given the same ambiguous representations as more native

sounds. (4) Ambiguous representations are subject to degrees

of anglicization, given that they are foreign words.

The final part of this paper will consider how one should

go about analyzing the effect c.f certain morphemes in English.

Normally, the patta for disyllable words with a single medial

consonanl- is to have a closed initial syllable (with a lax vowel)

;Et:, in talon, tenidt level, tacit, and polyp. On the other hand,

disyllabic words ending in -al, -ant, -ent and -ous have tense

vowels in that positionlas illustrated by equal, fatal, rival,

famous, hydr2us, blatant, flagrant, migrant., cogent, latent,

and strident. The point is to try to explain this difference

in vowel quality.

0

$.' L'
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Consider the effect of adding these suffixes to disyllabic

roots, such as polyp, covetthesit (see hesitate), music, digit,

toxic, milit (see militatel_military), and habit. One notices

that when the suffixes -al, -ant, -ent, and -ous are added, the

stress does not shift. Rather, what happens is that the final

consonant of the root just moves across the morpheme boundary

to close the final syllable, as shown in pol-y-pous, cov-e-tous,

hes-i-tant, mu-si-cal, dig-i-tal, tok-si-cant, mil-i-tant, and

hab-i-tant.

A similar process occurs in the disyllabic words. In a

word like vacant, the root comes frm Latin vacare, giving the

root vac. Starting with the root, one applies stress, giving

1,4c. Now, without changing stress, one adds the suffix -ant.,

and closes the final suffix with the preceding consonant. Thus

one gets 4a-cant. Since the vowel now occurs in an open syllable

that is stressed, the vowel is assigned tense quality, and thus

one gets [vikant].

Parallel analyses give the appropriate result for the other

words as well. Thus silent has root sil from Latin silere,

while regal comes from a Latin (and even Indo-European) root

Lego and famous comes from Latin fama with root fam.

Even more remarkable is that -ant and -ent words coming

from Latin -are and -ere forms regularly have tense vowels,

while those coming from different sources have lax vowels. Thus

vacant from vacare has a tense vowel, while pleasant from plaipir

has a lax vowel. Again, silent from silere has a tense vowei,

while patent, with influence from old Pgrc4, has a lax vowel.
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Summarizing, certain vowe3-iaitial suffixes attract pre-

ceding consonants without changing stress. In three-syllable

words the effect is not great, while in two-syllable words with

a single medial consonant, tense 7owels regularly appear.

Given syllabification and r...iginally ambiguous vowels, it

becomes possible to suggest an explanation for these facts, and

indeed it becomes necessary to find the enviroaments for dis-

ambiguating the vowels. With ambiguous vowels, a great deal

of attention is given to generalities in vowel quality, with

the result that new patterns are discovered.

Indeed, it is difficult to see how Chomsky and Halle could

describe the generalities given here for the words ending in a

vowel and for the words ending in the suffixes. Since Chomsky

and Halle rely on underlying tense vowels for stress assignment,

they would have a difficult time appending the appropriate gen-

erality to their theory in order to account for stress and vowel

quality in an ordinary word like potato. Even if they could

add this generality, they would have trouble with other problems.

One, they would not be motivated to find other new gener-

alities, which one would be motivated to do if he began with

ambiguous vowels. Two, they would have to ignore syllabification,

lest the appropriate redundancies become too evident. Three,

they would still have difficulty generating forms with multiple

pronunciations, as in banal and omega. Four, they would still

be losing sight of the process and role of anglicization.

In brief, then, use of syllabification permits changes in

underlying representations which4eAdlto new generalities. These
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representations allow a more intuitively acceptable treatment

of English phonology while at the same time attacking the data

with greater vigor promise.



"Some Observations and Comments
on Interracial Sociolinguistic Language Behavior

of High School Youth"

Mary L. DeFilippi

Oakland University

In increasing numbers high school youth are participants

in moderate to intense forms of violent social conflict.. As

a result, the climate of learning has been one of destructive

tensions rather than constructive educational processes. The

cause of these conflicts frequently can be traced to factors

within the setting of the bi-racial school. One major element

in this complex tension build up in schools is the language

patterns of speech and their various meanings to the respective

peer groups. These patterns seem to create barriers between

these groups and often between the entire student body and the

officialdom of administrators and teachers.

Recent disturbances in River Rouge, Michigan, and obser-

vations from my perspective as a teacher have illustrated that

in fact a communication barrier does exist. The trial that

came out of the River Rouge disturbances of January 1970 spec-

ifically was focused on this barrier. While Michigan Law does

not allow conviction based on evidence of fighting words, such

words do provoke attacks on the insulting party. This is es-
,

pecially true if one of the persons happens to be black and the

other white. The author, in consultation with the defense

attorney, was prompted to test this notion that word connotations
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are different for each racial youth peer group. While the sample

was small for the brief survey run, it included proportionate

numbers of both black and white youth representing the various

status levels of the respective communities. There were twenty-

five white eleventh and twelfth grade vtudents and twenty-three

black eleventh and twelfth grade stuUents.
1 As the racial dis-

turbance in River Rouge High School was supposedly the result

of "fighting words", several of these as well as some words from

the current teen-age argot were included in the survei question-

naire. Each group of students was asked to respond to these

words when said in two different situations. The first situation

was described as follows:

Now suppose a person of your own age and the same race

as you--a white person speaking to a white person or
a black person speaking to a black person--How would
you feel (about each one of these words when they were
said to you)?

Situation two asked for the students' reaction to the same words

in an interracial setting:

Now suppose a person of your own age but a different
race from yours--a white person speaking to a black
person or a black person speaking to a white person--
uses one of these words, how would you feel?

Though there were twelve words on the survey form, only ten

seemed to elicit either strong positive or strong negative re-

actions. As these words are almost equally divided between

"fighting words" and complementary words, they offer an excel-

lent base for this analysis and tentative proof of the major

hypotheses. These words are:

Bold
Together
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Cool
Bright
A Punk
A Son of a Bitch
An Ass
A Bastard
A Pig
A Freak
A Pimp
A Motherfucker

The students were given four defined categories and one which

allowed them to state in their own words either more precise

or stronger feelings. The categories--feel good, don't care,

feel bad, feel angry, and something else--wera pointedly

weighted toward the negative and fighting feelings as this was

the emphasis of the survey and we wanted to define the degrees

of negative emotions that were attached to these fighting words

if at all possible. In a third part of the questionnaire, a

question--Would any of these words we have listed make you angry

enough to fight another person if he said them to you in a group

at school?--was asked. The answers ranged from very negative

reactions to remarks indicating that several students would keep

peace at all costs. These will be quoted later on.

The data from the survey was collated into six tables.

Tables I and II are a simple count of the responses under the

various categories of feelings for each word. It is interesting

to note that the "something else" category unanimously means

"fight" to both black and white respondents when they indicated

that the other four did not ex;Aress their reactions adequately.

Tables III and IV are analyses of the simple count of the differ-

ent responses. The categories were weighted numerically as

follows:
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Feel Good Al
Don't Care 0
Feel Bad -1
Feel Angry -2

The rationale for such weighting is that being angry is clearly

different from feeling bad. This discrepancy was especially re-

vealed in the students' comments. Therefore, by treating good

and bad as equal opposites and adding another degree of negative

feeling to angry, we were able to determine a finer degree of the

emotional response to these "fighting words". The differential

in Tables III and IV numerically describes the shift or change

in the respondents' attitude towards the implication of the

meaning of each word when spoken in a bi-racial setting as opposed

to an intra-racial setting. As Table III is the analysis of the

black students responses--and Table IV is the analysis of the

white students responses, the differentials, w:-_en compared, reveal

that there is a defi:lite reversal in feelings among the black

students when a white student utters these words than when a

fellow black student does. ThaC it works, also, but not to the

same extent, in a positive way with the complementary words is

encouraging. What the statistics reveal is that white students

express a wider negative differential with the words bright and

together, no differential at all with such words as motherfucker

and bastard, and a small positive differential with the word

freak. This would be appropriate, it seems, in that bright and

together coming from a black student to a white student, while

complimentary, would perhaps seem to be an Uncle Tom attitude

to win a place in the dominate white peer culture, at the most,

or a sarcastic insult of the white student's ability to be able
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to "make it" easier than the black, at the least. The fact that

some highly loaded negative words, while eliciting some very

negative responses, do not mean anything special in different

racial setting for the white student seems to reveal that on one

level, at least, the white student expresses no racial prejudice.

The word freak is interesting. Though the differential is small,

only a plus two, it is enough to make us wonder if the interpre-

tation of the word by the white youth when said by a black youth

is that, "you are right, I am a freak to you as you are black

and I am white." That this interpretation might hold is further

supported by the fact that in Table III analyzing the black stu-

dent responses, freak has the positive differential of plus three.

The black student, therefore, seems to see the white youth's

definition of freak reversed. It should not be assumed, however,

that ihis positive differential means that this word is not a

fighting word. Five black students said that they would fight

over being called this--ft,ur in a black-white situation and one

in an intra-racial situation. The words that carry the least

differential for the black students are cool and bright with ass

having no differential at all. This seems to indicate that the

black students consider these words universal and unprejudiced

terms. Rightly so, if one could hypothesize that the use of these

words by whites to blacks makes for recognition by the dominate

culture thac the blacks, as either a group or an individual, are

meeting some sort of "civilized" standard in the eyes of that

dominate culture. That the black students show the greatest dif-

ferential on punk (-17) and motherfucker (-11) supports the point
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that fighting words are definitely loaded in the bi-racial situ-

ation. Punk for the white students shows a differential of -4

in the bi-racial setting. It is a -17 for black youth. Laying

knowledge of the historical background of the Negro race in Amer-

ica one could easily understand why this would be. The negative

overtones of the word--young, inexperienced, and associated with

criminal behavior--would naturally put a person who has always

been on the defensive in an even more guarding position to prove

that he is not a punk. Fighting may not be the appropriate way

to show his displeasure of the term, however, the righteous anger

expressed in the comments of the black students--"It makes me

mad," "It's a put down"--underscores the intensity of the insult.

That ...tmse sociolinguistic interpretations of reactions to

such words might be valid is only hinted at in this survey. More

interviewing and intensive research need by done before any of

these intuitive hypotheses can become proven or disproven as

statements of fact.

Tables V and VI further define the differential of Tables III

and IV. These tables indicate the percentage cE times the inter-

pretations of words changed across race lines, that is the

percentage of times there was one or more shifts among the four

categories when there was change in the racial context as defined

by the situation described in the questionnaire. Table V the

percentage of shift in the black student responses, points out

that the list of words as a whole has almost double the number

(67 versus 36) of negative shifts than Table VI, the percentage

of shifts in the white student responses. With the black students,
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000000.00400M06. 1100041w , by a fairly large percentage of positive
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.01ack students. For instance, ass which for the white

students has the greatest percentage of negative shifts--20--

also has a 16Z positive shift. This compares to a 21.75; negative

shift and a 17.40% positive shift for the black youth. For the

black students, however, this word creates less than half the

amount of negative shifting when we remember that punk had 47.857:

negative shift. These percentages tell an intriguing socio-

linguistic tale. PtInk, by definition, puts the insultee in a

derogatory social class. Black students, having the long history

of being second class citizens, would naturally be particularly

sensitive to any terminology like punk which infers a class status

repulsive to the dominate peer culture. Black youth could then

be predicted to feel °super angry" when someone in a secure class

position degrades their insecure class status. White students

22
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in America, if only by virtue of their Caucasian ancestry, have

a relatively secure class status. They would not, therefore, be

as offended as their black peers by this fighting word. Ass,

however, is an assassination of an individual's character. The

white student, though confident of his class status, may easily

feel insecure about his personal identity. If a black teen-ager

were to insult him in this way, he could be expccted to over-

react, as he would consider the speaker to be in no position to

attack his fragile self-identity. Freak still has some interest-

ing figures attached to it. It has a 4X negative shift, but also

a 8X positive shift which again reinforces the interpretation

previously given to the word--that is, that to the white student,

the black student is a freak because he is not white, and to the

black student, the white student is a freak because he is not

black.

What proved most interesting, perhaps more from semantic and

sociological points of view than the linguistic perspective, was

the comments asked for under part three of the survey instrument.

The reasons the black students gave as to why they would fight

if called certain words offers much insight into the students'

sense of the essence of these words and the people who speak them.

My mother is not a dog.

I feel that this certain person doesn't have any business

talking or insulting me if that person doesn't know me.

If they know my name and can't call me b my name and call

me something like that instead I know I will be ready to

fight and it has happened before.

If someone calls me a bitch they are calling my mother

one and they have no right to judge someone they don't

know.

2,6
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The white students, while showing less degree of negative feelings

in the numerical analysis of their responses, give more definite

indications of their feelings about the words that would cause

them to fight than their black counterparts.

I don't feel that cuss words are proper and bring out the
hate in one's feelings.

I don't take nothin' off any spook, it really gets bad
when they start insulting my mother.

The person (calling me such names) has no respect for any-
one else.

Eight of the twenty-five white students remarked they would choose

not to fight, and eleven of the black students would prefer not

to fight or would maintain peace at all costs. Their remarks

indicate some rather sound insight into what is worthwhile in

their young lives.

I don,t think words are enough to make me fight, I don't
dig fighting anyway.

(These) words are just showing your ignorance.

Most people only fight to draw attention.

Well, I don't like to fight to start with, but if I am
forced to fight I will. But as far as it comes to calling
people names, that doesn't help either. I mean calling
people names is just showing how you are raced [sic] at
home.

Perhaps much more could be done through analyzing and changing

the home environment, but the survey does indicate that a study

of the sociology of language in the high school setting has

pertinent value in creating an atmosphere of understanding be-

tween the students and adult leaaer9.

I see three major hypotheses at which this survey hints.

More extensive study should test to see what impact the socio-
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linguistic dimensions of these hypotheses play in racial conflict

in the secondary schools. They are:

a. Interpretations of word meaning by members of one
racial community are often partially modified or
completely changed by another racial community.

b. Where a clear experience of separate language social-

ization characterizes each racial community, conflict
is likely to be derived from, if not exacerbated by,

language differentiation.

c. La,..1k of recognition of different word meanings in
various racia% groups by controlling groups strengthens

the inter-racial communications barrier as well as the

communication barrier between the total black and white

community and the controlling groups.

The fi,:st hypothesis has had a rather conclusive pretest in this

small survey. It needs more careful investigation, however,

along the lines formulated by David R. iTeise in his article "Social

Status, Attitudes, and Word Connotations," (Sociological

Vol. 36, 1966: 227-239) where he argues that referent attitudes2

towards words are derived from and associated with experience and

that that "attitude continues as long as the pattern of exper-

ience producing it is unaltered."3 He then introduces the ida

that these personal referent attitudes are shared with prevailing

general social attitudes in our highly complex society. When

such attitudes do not agree, the balance theory can be brought

into play. That is, if social referent attitude and personal ref-

erent attitude do not agree, tension and disssnance results, with

the individual trying to escape that tension. The outlets avail-

able in this society are "avoidance and rejection, communication

or instrumental action, restructuring, attitude change, or psycho-

logical defense mechanisms (repression, projection, regression,

etc.)"4 What then may happen is that the conflict may be reduced
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between language and personal attitudes by restructuring the

language itself through the use of synonyms and sublanguages

and the vicious circle begins again.

Walt Wofram is one researcher rho has begun to break this

vicious circle with substantial research supporting the relatively

new concept that Black English
5 is a dialect, yes, but also a

language with its own rules of grammar and pronunciation separate

from that used by speakers of standard American English. Ihe

acceptance of this point, at least among sociolinguistics, may

eventually affect the IQ testing and intervLewing of black stu-

dents. Labov in his study of black children in the ghettoea

of New York has proven that future research must take this into

account. His recent study recorded in The Elprida Reporter

entitled "The Logic of Non-Standard English" gives an excellent

analysis of how verbal and verbose as well as grammatically

correct ghetto black children are given the right setting in which

to communicate.
5 Even if the interviewer is black but from the

middle class which the child may recognize through his speech

patterns, the child is automatically on the defensive as our

black high school students were and is very non-verbal to the

point of lying to preserve some semblance of being a person in

his own right. Using some aspects of these tested theories in

a more extended study of the peer groups in a multi-racial high

school may bring into clearer focus the degree to which inter-

pretations of word meaning are used to determine self-image and

group identity, as well as the capability to ignore the personal

racial overtones of words to comprehend, if not accept, other

26
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racial or ethnic interpretations. This latter idea is raised

in a very early study (1961) by Ernest Barth in his article

"Language Behavior of Negroes and Whites" (Pacific Sociological

Review, Vol. 4, 1961: 66-72.) His groups were from the same

middle class status level but he noticed that to blacks words

seemed to have "a more personalized meaning, used in evaluative,

emotive fashion, and the words used tended to be less abstract

terms than their white counterparts used. This, too, would have

to be considered when either drawing up an instrument or analyz-

ing data of a more advanced study. Some of this has already

been done in our little survey and the implications are great.

For one, how does a black student react to the great number of

abstract words used in his studies, let alone the ones used in

conversation by his white peers? And reversely, how easily can

a white student accept, understand, and contend with the emotion-

ally charged use of words by his black colleague? And perhaps

of greater importance do these difference,: still hold water, or

has the political atmosphere of the last five years changed the

teen-agers feeling of both types of words? Our survey indicates

that this is not so with loaded fighting words, but that is a

small part of the total teenage argot used today.

The second hypothesis dealing with separate language social-

ization being one reason for conflict is an extension of the

first. Labov's work is again an excellent indicator of what can

be done to bring to light the sensitivity of the black student

especially about verbal behavior and its influence in creating

conflicts of all degrees between racial groups. His pointing
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out of the defensive that black children are on when it comes

to verbalizing their feelings and ideas makes it very clear why

the atmosphere of our multi-racial high schools is so charged

with tensions. How separate lanytiage socialization creates bar-

riers to communication is also briefly touched upon in Wolfram's

work in Black English. He notices that "in terms of some of the

ritualistic uses of language in the black community, it is...ob-

served that it is teenagers(particularly males) who are mainly

responsible for carrying on the tradition of ritualistic language.

Language rituals such as "sounding" (the ritualistic game in which

the mother is insulted), "signifying" (the ritualistic game of

insulting another person directly), and "rapping" (a fluent and

lively way of talking characterized by a high degree of personal

style) show definite patterns of age-grading."6 May these pat-

terns not also reveal a definite pattern of racial language

identification? As each of these patterns demand a personal,

emotive involvement, it is clear why black youths are very seasi-

tive to verbal speech constructions and diction. One question,

does this hold true for white youth?

The third hypothesis is strictly intuitive. Any interaction

on the basis of verbal communication between school officials

and the student body can be considered in the same way as we have

dealt with the communication problem between racial peer groups.

It, therefore, becomes an ad hoc thesis to the first two. It

seems, however this is ultimately the most important area where

meaninaful communication must bevestablished. Perhaps this

sounds a bit like histoiy with all the high school and college
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students insisting on having a voice in curriculum and forming

the administrative policies of the schools. The question asked,

though, is about communicdtion and understanding meanings of

words when used by very different racial and cultural groups,,

not about power-play. They are linked, yes, but is there com-

munication here or is there simply a stronger tightening of the

separate language socializations by each group as well as by the

controlling group? Ultimately, it is to this question that I

wish to address further st-Ay. We have come a long way from the

court case and twelve words from the present teenage argot. That

such a journey is possible from the brief ot,:ervations Lif some

sociolinguistic patterns and reactions illuminates a path of re-

search which needs to be undertaken. What work has been done is

good but it is not enough to provide the people who work in and

with the schools adequate materials which would serve to create

an atmosphere of constructive learning and thus help end the

conflicts besetting our schools before they start.

2 9
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Table 1

A NUMERICAL COUNT OF BLACK STUDENT RESPONSES
IN EACH CATEGORY AND SITUATION

Total of 23 students in survey

Word

Feel Good

S1** S2***

Don't Care

S1 S2

Feel Bad

S1 S2

Feel Angry

S1 S2

Or Something Els0

S1 S2

Bold 1 1 17 16 4 2 1 4

A Punk 0 0 8 3 8 1 5 17 1 1

Together 15 11 5 11 0 0 0 1

A Son of a Bitch 0 0 2 2 4 1 12 14 5 5

A Pimp 0 0 13 12 3 2 5 6

A Motherfudker 1 0 4 2 5 1 7 14 5 6

Cool 15 12 6 10 0 0 1 0

An Ass 0 0 8 8 5 3 9 10 1 2

A Bastard 1 0 4 3 5 1 11 14 1 5

Bright 14 13 9 10 0 0 0 0

A Pig 0 0 10 8 5 2 7 10 1 3

A Freak 0 0 5 6 6 1 11 12 1 4

*Or something else unanimously meant FIGHT to the respondents who

wrote in their feelings under this heading.

**S1 means situation one where one person is speaking to another of his

own age and race.

***S2 means situation two where one person is speaking to another his

own age but of a different race.
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Table-2-

A NUMERICAL COUNT OF WHITE STUDENT RESPONSES
TO EACH CATEGORY AND SITUATION

Total of 25 in survey

Word
Feel Good

S1 S2

Don't Care

S1 S2

Feel Bad

S1 S2

Feel Angry

S1 S2

Or Something Else

S1 S2

Bold 12 11 10 10 1 2 0 0 1 0

A Punk 1 0 12 10 1 2 10 11 1 1

Together 20 18 4 5 0 1 0 1 1 2

A Son of a Bitch 0 0 4 5 2 1 18 18 0 1

A Pimp 0 2 9 6 3 3 13 14

A MotherfuCker 0 0 4 '..1 2 2 18 18 1 2

Cool 19 18 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 1

An Ass 0 0 10 11 7 2 8 12 0 0

A Bastard 0 0 6 5 3 3 16 16 0 1

Bright 14 11 7 12 1 0 1 1 1 0

A Pig 0 0 9 8 4 4 11 13 1 0

A Freak 0 1 16 14 2 1 7 7 0 0

31
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Table 3

ANALYSIS OF THE NUMERICAL COUNT OF BLACK STUDENT RESPONSES
IN INTERRACIAL AND INTRARACIAL LANGUAGE CONTEXT

EXPLANATION OF PROCEDURE: Each of
the four categories were weighted numerically
as follows:

Feel Good +1
Don't Care 0

Feel Bad -1

Feel Angry -2

The rationale for such weighting is that angry
is clearly different from bad and that good

and bad are equal opposites.

Word
Situation 1
(interracial)

Situation 2
(intra-racial)

Differential*

A Punk -18 -35 -17

Motherfucker -18 -29 -11

Together +15 +9 -6

Bold -5 -9 -4

A Bastard -26 -29 -3

:=1 Pig -19 -22 -3

A Son of a Bitch -28 -29 ..1

A Pimp -13 -14 -1

Cool +13 +12 -1

Bright +14 +13 -1

An Ass -23 . .. -23 0

A Freak -28 -25 +3

*The differential indicates the negative or positive shift between situation

one (intra-racial) and oituation two (interracial) for the purpose of dis-

covering which types of words create the_least change in attitude and

which create the most change in att
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Table 4

ANALYSIS OF WHITE STUDENT RESPONSES

Word
Situation 1
(interracial)

Situation 2
(intra -racial)

Diffferential*

Bright 428 +20 -8

Together +20 +13 -7

A Punk -20 -24 -4

A Pig -26 -30 -4

An Ass -23 -26 -3

Cool 458 +36 -2

Bold 424 +22 -2

A Pimp -29 -29 0

A NotherfuCker -38 -38 0

A Bastard -35 -35 0

A Son of a Biteh -38 -37 +1

A Pruitt -16 -14 +2

*See explanation after Tab1e-3.---

,so
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Table 5

PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INTERPRETATION OF WORDS 1RIFTED
ACROSS RACE LINES FOR BLACK STUDCTS

Word
Number of

Positive Shifts

Number of
Negative Shifts No Shift

AL Punk 4.35% (1) 47.85% (11) 47.85% (11)

A, Pig 8.70% (2) 34.80% (8) 56.55% (13)

A Motherfucker 0% (0) 39.15% (9) 60.90% (14)

An Ass 17.40% (4) 21.75% (5) 60.90% (14)

A Bastard 0% (0) 34.80% (8) 65.25% (15)

Together 4.35% (1) 26.10% (6) 69.60% (16)

A Freak 4.35% (1) 26.10% (6) 69.60% (16)

A Pimp 13.05% (3) 13.05% (3) 73.95% (17)

Cool 4.35% (1) 17.40% (4) 78.30% (18)

A Son of a Bitch 0% (0) 13.05% (3) 87.25% (20)

Bright 4.35% (1) 8.70% (2) 87.25% (20)

Bold 0% (0) 8.70% (2) 91.60% (21)

is
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Table 6

PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INTERPRETATION OF WORDS SHIFTED

ACROSS RACE LINES FOR WHITE STUDENTS

Word

Number of
Positive Shifts

Number of
Negative Shifts No Shift

An ass 16% (4) 24% (6) 60% (15)

A Pimp 16% (4) 20% (5) 64% (16)

A Bastard 12% (3) 16% (4) 72% (18)

Bright 4% (1) 16% (4) 80% (20)

A Punk 4% (1) 16% (4) 80% (20)

Bold 8% (2) 12% (3) 80% (20)

Together 0%'(0) 16% (4) 84% (21)

A Pig 8% (2) 8% (2) 84% (21)

A Freak 8% (2) 4% (1) 88% (22)

A Son of a Bitch 4% (1) 4% (1) 92% (23)

A Motherfucker 4% (1) 4% (1) 92% (23)

Cool 4% (1) 4% (1) 92% (23)
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FOOTNOTES

1. The students were from Redford and Northwestern High Schools
in Detroit, Michigan. The survey was taken in level three
high school English classes.

2. Heise defines referent attitudes as "associations (that) are
derived from experience."

3. David R. Heise, "Social Status, Attitudes, and Word Conno-
tations," (Sociological Inquiry, Vol. 36, No. 2, Spring 1961)

227.

4. Ibid., 229.

5. Walt Wolfram, Some Illustrative Features of Black English
(Paper given at Center for Applied Linguistics Workshop on
Language Differences, Coral Gables, Florida, February, 1970.)
On page one Wolfram notes that he will use the term Black
English to denote the non-standard dialect as spoken by most
blacks. "That there is no established term used to denote
this dialect is a reflection of the fact that the legitimacy
of the dialect has only been recognized in the last several
years."

6. Ibid., 8.
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"From Paradigm to Practice in Linguistics"

Dan Hendriksen

Western Michigan University

As we move ahead--and at times slip back--in linguistic

studies, what ought to gain in respect is that whatever analyses

uncover or suggest about the nature of language, these analyses

cannot replace their source in significance or honor. The richer

the theory, the more complex and mysterious the phenomena of

language appears to be. To this extent science is not king;

the grammar book--traditional, structural, tagmemic, transfor-

mational, neotransformational, stratificational--is not the

'sourcebook' of grammar, but only a second hand account of that

source. Both Miss Fidditch and Mr. Modern Grammarian have a

conscious knowledge of grammatical rules that lend insight,

accompanied by varying degrees of distortion and incompleteness,

into the rather extensive preanalytical grammar that small chil-

dren 'understand' and use skillfully, integrating sound, syntax,

and semantics in ways that still pit the best theorists against

each other for explanation. This is not to deny the achieve-

ments of linguists, for such achievements have significantly

contributed to these observations.

As we push into thel'l970's, we do well to reflect on the

conceptual framewoekout of which our study of language has

emergPd. This is especially relevant since the problems, methods,

and aims of what has been called modern linguistics (Chomsky

3 ).
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still calls it that) are rapidly being replaced by the concerns

of another conceptual framework or paradigm (to use a word that

has various shades of meaning in Thomas Kuhn's "The Structure

of Scientific Revolutions"1).

Says Susan Langer of a philosophy (cf. philosophy of science):

It is characterized more by the formulations of its

problems than by its solution of them. Its answers

establish an edifice of facts; but its questions make

the frame in which its picture of facts is plotted.

They Nake more than the frame; they give the angle of

perspective, the palette, the style in which the

picture is drawn--everything except the subject. In

our questions lie our principles of analysis, and our

answers m4y express whatever those principles are able

to yield.-

For reasons that should become increasingly evident, it is

important to be reminded of our recent history in linguistics

and the effects in practice of the still struggling paradigm.

Structural linguistics was to be 'scientific', with all

the claims to precision and objectivity that are so often

associated with that word. For example, no longer would we

study language through notional definitions inconsistently

mixed with functional criteria for establishiLg pares of speech.

No longer would we attempt to use Latin grammar as a model for

English grammar or pretend that there was any real significance

to a universal grammar. Languages differed and must be con-

sidered on their own merit. The way of science was the way of

inductive generalizations from observables. We would, in other

words, stick to the facts as we saw them--or better, as they

revealed themselves to us. Some would note the correlation of

differing linguistic structures to differing cultural patterns
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and develop a theory of linguistic :celativity. Attention to

the observable surface features of language would culminate in

theory that was as accurate and objective a summary of that

data as possible. Language could be defined as a system of

vocal signals or simply as speech, writing being an incomplete

representation of speech. Moreover, languages were arbitrary--

not so much revealing logic, but reflective of changing customs,

times, and places. Defining the phoneme would involve primarily

articulatory and accoustical conditions; the closer we could

stay to what was retrievable from the sound stimulus, the more

precise and objective would be ou.r account. For Bloomfield the

definition of the phoneme would hopefully come out of the lab-

oratory.

In the structural tradition, scientific methodology demanded

only the "study of phenomena and their correlations"3 (Twaddell).

Mentalistic assumptions were fraudulent. Linguistic description

should be characterized only by consistency, convertibility,

and, perhaps, simplicity and convenience. 4 The subjective def-

initions of grammatical units were to be replaced by those which

recognized the observable signals in grammatical structure. For

many (most?) mixing linguistic levels was taboo, and for certain

purists in the tradition the ultimate in objectivity would be a

grammar whose structures are kept apart by means of audible

differences in the sound stimulus--in stress, pitch, and juncture.

Such a grammar appeared in 1958 (Archibald Hill).

All this would be accomplished in the name of science, or

to use Kuhn's expression designating the going body of scientific

4,
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assumptions implicit at a given time--'normal science'. Of

course, there were exceptions to the trend. Certain important

assumptions of Sapir became and remained unpopular. As far back

as the 1940's Pike was holding out for grammatical prerequisites

to phonemic analysis. And Jakobson's feature analysis, with its

implications for the universal, was later to be used by the

revolutionists. But the main lines identifying theoxy construc-

tion in this country are quite discernible, and they are also

reflected in the kinds of questions taken into the laboratory.

Laboratory questions would fit the theoretical formulations

suggested above. Typical were experiments calling for response

to differences in plus juncture involving grammatical boundaries.

Some tests inquired into what part pitch and stress play in iden-

tifying and contrasting syntactic structures. Attention tc the

role of sound features establishing phonemes extended frr,m

features characteristic of phones and allophones to conditioning

factors related to the immediate sound environment. Amid exag-

gerated claims, positive contributions to an understanding of

sound phenomena resulted from these investigations. However,

we here wish to note the limitations imposed on experimentation

by the paradigm concerns of a rather strict empirical science.

For example, rarely would one find, among the mass of recorded

experiments on sounds, an experiment testing for the effects of

broader contexts upon the sound. Outside the country, some

research by Bruce5 in England and Mo16 in Holland proved ex-

ceptions. The same restrictions on experimentation did not apply

in these cases. American psychologist George Miller experimented
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with sequential constraints in perception and recall of strings

of words, but later realized that even this assumed too narrow

a context for determining psycholinguistic primes.
7

It is again important to emphasize that the answers de-

rivable from an experiment are restricted to the questions one

is willing to aik, so that even negative answers are negative

in respect to these questions. The structuralist's questions

were reflective of his paradigm, which, in turn, circumscribed

the significance of the answers forthcoming from the laboratory.

Thus, though one could test for the relative importance of cer-

tain sound features or contrasts over others, he could not,

within this paradigm, test for the effects of higher level

(syntactic and semantic) constraints on phoneme identity. Doing

so might jeopardize the concept of the phoneme that tests were

meant to validate. To this extent the structuralist was hindered

from determining the role sound played, while his autonomous

phoneme exaggerately attempted to do just that. To ask the

larger, contextual question could not only challenge conven-

tional concepts of the phoneme, but also the paradigm base from

which it developed. Kuhn puts the matter in historical perspec-

tive when he states:

No part of the aim of normal science is to call
forth new sorts of phenomena; indeed, those that
will not fit the box are often not seen at all. Nor
do scientists normally aim to invent new theories,
and they are often intolerant of those invented by
others. Instead normal scientific research is dir-
ected to the articulation of those phenomena and
theories that the paradigm alAeady supplies.8

t;*

Grammar texts espousing structural linguistics concentrated

on surface features involvIng word order, structure words,
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inflections, intonation, etc. The distribution of an item in

various contexts was sometimes called on in order to 'objectively'

identify its syntactic role, although some recognized the rsub-

jective' cfrcularity of this procedure.

Introductory textbooks in linguistics, in keeping with the

heavily attended-to area of sound phrlomena largely emanating

from the directive in science:: influencing this attention, intro-

duced the student to phonology first, and then exte.led this

introduction over a disproportionate part of the book. It is

hardly necessary to say how the grammar was accounted for,

although the same degree of emphasis was not accorded the varying

surface features from one text to another. Positively speaking,

benefits which accrued from these attempts include the examination

of language features that had been largely neglected, scarcely

explored, or unsystematically described; but the livitations

governing what was to be studied and how--what was methodologi-

cally respectable--are quite in evidence. What was 'fact',

moreover, was to no small degree informed by the principles

that developed from the then normal science of linguistics in

America.

In teaching English to non-native speakers--or teaching

any foreign language--we were to emphasize the differences

between languages as these suggested interference problems in

the areas of sound, syntax, and vocabulary. And in the matter

of teaching-technique the positivistically oriented linguist

found the similarly inclined behavioeAl psychologist to be a

good bedfellow. Stimulus, response, reinforcement, generalization,
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and habit formation were the stock in trade of :the behaviorist;

to the linguist these had the advantage of dealing with the

observable--overt 'causes' and overt 'effects,--expressing ess-

entially the same conceptual framework in science that the

linguist was accustomed to. Language behavior, like other kinds

of behavior in animals and men, was 'habit forming.' Pattern

practice would help establish new habits in the acquisition of

the foreign language.

The structuralist's contribution to the subject of Reading

tefle:ts his phonological emphasis. tSpelling patterns highlighted

phoneme/grapheme correlations, as did such attempts as the

International Teaching Alphabet. The prevailing notion of lan-

guage composed of building blocks from sound to sense is reflected

in assumptions about the reading process. Thus it appeared

important to those using a spelling pattern approach that begin-

ning readers first perceive the grapheme in the syllable pattern

of the word, and having so identified it to determine the phoneme

which it represents before going up the ladder to levels of syntax

and semantics. At least, 'reading for meaning' was considered

misguided until and unless the alphabetic (phonemic) principle

had been conquered. The effectiveness of materials employing

these principles may now be established as this applies to certain

situations, but their overall effectiveness or necessity is

largely a function of the degree of insight involved in the

theoretical claims that nnderlie-them.

Enter Noam Chomsky and the revolution. The unresolved

anomalies and the felt inadequacies of the 'limited' appef7.l in

4, 4-
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science to account for many phenomena or to support much of the

aforementioned theory laid the groundwork for change. A positive

approach (the transformational-generative model) to the solution

of several of these problems favored the upcoming revisionists.

The ongoing revolution in linguistics, with its 'new' (renewed)

stance in science, is the result. Although something of the

method, ,7ertain of the findings, and much of the rigor of the

structuralists have been taken over by the revolutioni;its, the

degree of change is phenomenal. The extent to which Chomsky's

position in rationalism and the modern linguist's position in

empiricism are compatible is controversial, but the changes in

theoretical direction and in practical consequences are revlu-

tionary. It is important at this point briefly to sketch the

shift in emphasis, and then to see how this has affected appli-

cations.

The innate is now receiving much attention, as are universal

features that identify all languages and contribute to the

uniqueness of man as the language possessor among creatures.

Accompanying an admission of much ignorance as to language ac-

quisition, exposure to language (stimuli and reinforcement) is

viewed as a condition necessary to draw out (trigger) rules and

relationships that have a genetic origin.

The linguistic explanation of sentences currently involves

underlying and surface structure. (In the latest revision, the

deepest structure is conceptual entailing unordered roles of a

semantic nature.) The notion of grammaticality, which appeals

to the intuition to judge the well-formedness of sentences, made
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its entrance amid continued accusations of mentalism.

The claim has also been made that a developing science must

go beyond observational adequacy and even descriptive adeguz!sy

to explanatory adequacy, though for some these concepts are not

easily separable, and the structuralist within his perspective

may have often thought himself to have travelled the route all

the way to explanation. Moreover, it has become abundantly

clear that what is "added" by the new paradigm is no mere accre-

tion, but a reevaluation dnd reordering of the data.

Receiving increasing emphasis is the creative aspect of

language use which is said to allow even the pre-school child

to understand and produce one novel sentence after another,

apparently defying explanation in behavioristic terms. These

'facts' also reflect the essential difference between animal

message systems and language. Behavioral concepts such as

analogy and generalization are regarded as empty of content

(i.e. scientifically vacuous according to their usual definitions).

And reflecting on complex systems such as the mind of man, with

its innate 'knowledge' of language, Chomsky finds evolutionary

explanations equally vacuous.
9

Since languages share universal features, roles, rules,

and relationships, they together reflect language. Languages,

thtm, are essentially the same, however much they may differ or

appear to differ. All demonstrate a kind of language-logic.

Therefore, the concept of linguistic relativity, especially in

its strong form, is seen to be a gross exaggeration that under-

plays both the commonality of all janguages and man's consequent

40
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rule-governed freedom through language to transcend customs

and conventions.

Automonous phonemics has been replaced by systematic pho-

nemics (morphophonemics), since the former is a product of

forced conclusions from the data, motivated by circumscribed

attention to sound features and sound environments, which moti-

vation is attributed to the narrow concerns of a limited view

of science. Postal puts the matter in sharp focus when he writes:

Theoretical positions are defined largely by the
questions they ask. The great limitations of auton-
omous phonemics are due to asking the wrong ones. The
fundamental question which autonomous phonemics has
asked is, essentially, how may a description system-
atically distinguish those phonetic features which
differentiate contrasting forms from those which do

not. Metaphorically 'how are utterances kept apart
by sound?' This question turns out to be wrong
because it involves many implicit assumptions which
turn out to be false, assumptions which exclude com-
plete overlapping, which entail the nonlogical truth
that phonetic contrasts directly yield phonological
contrasts, and which insist that phonological struc-
ture is independent of grammar and completely based
on phonetic considerations.

On the previous page, the same author cites the structural-

ist's "attempt to view sound change as a physical, phonetic

phenomenon having to do with the performance process of articu-

lation" as largely an error "motivated by underlying physicalist,

positivist, behaviorist, and antimentalist tendencies" ohscurf.ng

"the rule character of sound change."
10

The "rule character" of language applies to competence

which is to be distinguished from performance, though the former

plays a major role in the realization of the latter. This is a

significant departure from the 'older' paradigm's conception of

language as a system of vocal signals, or its identification of
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language with speech.

Experimental problems have correspondingly changed to

accommodate the paradigm shift. Research on universals pre-

dominates; that on language differences recedes, except where

the latter shed light of the former. Before the 'new look',

subjects were requested to extend their power of perception to

alleged stress contras such as on the us. in pairs like: They

ran up a bin/They ran up a hill; or to differentiate "market"

from "mark it" by recognizing an external open juncture in the

last case but not in the first. But with the new directive for

research, the subject's ability to realize two interpretations

of strings like "flying airplanes can be dangerous" is shown to

depend on no necessary difference in the physical stimulus, but

on a built-in knowledge of grammatical possibilities for that

etring, involving different underlying rules. Thus, where

differences between grammatical structures consistently correlete

with intonational contrasts, the latter merely cooperate with

the assignment of possible structure(s) to help identify the

grammar of the sentence.

Typical of the influence of the now popular paradigm on

lahcratory efforts is an experiment which, among other things,

locates clocks within segments to see if the hearer will relocate

zhem at major segment boundaries in spite of their physical

_currence elsewhere.
11 One experiment, testing for syntactic

and semant5r conntrahlts on the perception and free recall of

varyli-,g strings of words, finds G. Miller conceding that the

results are common sens, yet discouraging if one's "theory of
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words or nonsense -;11ables."
12 The limited concerns of pre-

revolution psycholinguists as these informed experimentation

undoubtedly motivated Miller--himself once a devoted behavior-

ist--to make the quoted comment.

Revolutionary grammar books produced at all levels, from

elementary through college, reflect different stages of trans-

formational revision; but during the crisis period, when both

paradigms were striving for the limelight, some books combined

material from the earlier parLdigm with what was available and/

or seemed appropriate from the revolutionists. A reviewer would

then point out that the premises of the one were frequently

incompatible with those of the other. Recent texts may summarize

stages in the development of transformational-generative grammar

and then begin to apply the latsst revision to a deiderption of

the generation of sentences. But there is now hardly any trace

of a change in problems due to the changed perspective in science.

This is normal for textbscraks, but Kuhn indicts them for masking

revolutions in this manner. Such disguise contributes in no

small way to the layman's and practitioner's distorted view of

science--to the notion that science simply advances by means of

accreti^ns in a strictly cumulative way.
13 It tends to perpet-

uate the notion that science merely states facts, is dispassionate,

detached, and impersonal. Besides Kuhn's work and our own exper-

ience in the recent history of linguistics., Michael Polanyi's

"Personal Knowledge"
14 contributes in a sophisticated way to

the dispelling of such popularly held ideas.

43
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In the area of language learning, the sequence of stimulus,

response, reinforcement, habit formation presents itself as

quite misguided by the rationalist's assumptions. In opposition

to others, T. Grant Brown defends the continued use of pattern

practice but acknowledges that its original basis in theory is

quite faulty according to current concepts, especially those of

the neo-transformationalists (generative semanticists), and that

its foundation in behavioristic psychology must be recognized

as too simplistic. He argues, however, that the concept of

pattern practices can be salvaged and made to fit current theory

if these practices are seen to perform the task of "reorganizing

automatic cognitive processes," rather than "forming a new habit

system."
15 Here again, practice is seen as outgrowth of paradigm,

although in this case, if Brown is :7ight, the differing outlooks

allow for the same teaching devIce.

With the demise of the autonomous phoneme, the attempts in

reading materials to match phoneme to grapheme or to present

similarly motivated spelling patterns is seen as ill-conceived

and rarely necessary, since conventional orthographic symbols

represent feature sets in an underlyira sound system. These,

in turn, are employed by the higher level structures that the

child uses wn3le reading. Thus, the altered 'facts' concerning

phonology in theoretical linguistics have their consequences in

altered 'facts' on how the reading process transpires and what

materials are dasirable for use.

As the definitionr, methods, and goals related to science

change from those of tho pi:e-revolutionary linguist to those of

the revolution (or post-revolution) a battle of words ensues over
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who is really'doing' science. Kuhn reveals that in such cases

the supporters of one paradigm often refer to the adherents of

the ottwr one as unscientific, speculative, or metaphysical.
16

This has a familiar ring in the recent history of linguistics.

Thus, Hockett finds the followers of Chomsky to have "abandoned

'scientific linguistics' in favor of the speculations of a neo-

medieval philosopher"17 (i.e. the rationalism of Descartes).

However, Chomsky claims that the Modern Linguist "shares the

delusion that the modern 'behavioral sciences' have in some

essential respect achieved a transition from 'speculation' to

'science'.
,18 Moreover, Chomsky refers to the "behariorists'

account of language use and acquisition" as "pure mythology,"
19

while the chief spokesman for that account (B. F. Skinner)

regards mentalistic psychology to be nonexistent and decries

Chomsky's reintroduction of the concepts of mind and the innate.

To Skinner such ideas are parts of a conglomerate which he

blesses (?) with the label "mythical machinery.
"20 Yet it is

well known that Skinner claims objectivity and science for his

own operant behaviorism and denies being involved with metaphysics.

The preceding indicates a final reationship of paradigm to

practice--the practice of attributing science to one,s own para-

digm commitment and speculation or myth to that of the opposition.

Chomskyian (and post-Chomskyian) linguistics can be regarded as

both older and newer than structuralism. Each has charged the

other with being out-of-date--a suggested conrelate of its less-

than-scientific, mythological character. Kuhn's remarks at this

point are instructive:

PrItrr
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If these out-of-date beliefs are to be called
myths, then myth5 can be produced by the same sol-ts
of methods and held for the same sorts of reasons
that now lead to scientific knowledge. If, on the
other hand, they are to be called science, then
science has included bodies of belief quite incom-
patible with the ones we hold today. Given these
alternatives, the historian must choose the latter.
Out-of-date theories are not in principle unscien-
tific because they have been discarded. That choice,
however, makes it difficult to see scientific devel-
opment as a process of accretion.21

It is here contended that these charges and counter-charges

of myth and out-of-dateness have their source in a pre-scientific

choice of paradigm. The chosen paradigm not only serves as

directive for scientific endeavor, but also as judge over what

is and what is not to be taken as science.

By way of summary and conclusion, it bears reemphasis that

the mode of abstraction and directive for research will indicate

the paradigm bias of the linguistic scientist (or any scientist);

that this directive must be critically appraised for the way it

informs theory, fact, research, and application; thatthe ulti-

mate criterion for evaluation cannot incontrovertibly be an

appeal to the variously interpreted concept ,sciencel; that the

critic must thereby be aware of his pre-scientific grounds for

judgmeixt; and that no amount of proof, reason, reference to ex-

planatory power, etc., commands the acceptance of a new paradigm.

Instead, as Kuhn has established through extensive research into

the nature of scientific revolutions, to pass from one paradigm

to another requires that one be converted.
22 In other words,

to go along with a paradigm shift necessitates a leap of faith.

Nevertheless, an increase in kk:owledge is often the contribution
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of ongoing research representing scientific endeavor exemplifying

a 'new' paradigm. Moreover, distortion seems especially to

characterize those starting points t:lat unduly restrict analysis

and research. Therefore, since the transformational (and neo-

transformational) model probes more deeply into the reality of

language, often compensating for the inadequacies of the struc-

tural approach to account for the data, it is to be preferred.

These richer theories illustrate advance through their incomplete

and provisional demcnstration of the laws of language on a

global scale. However, the charge of onesideness as this applies

to the now dominant perspective(s) is not easily answered. To

the extent that it cannot be answered, the current 'rationalist'

efforts must also be viewed as too limiting to satisfactorily

account for the phenomena (language) they are attempting to ex-

plain. With that observation a rereading of the first paragraph

of this paper constitutes an appropriate finale.
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A Structural Semantic Analysis of the "Punch Line" of
Sherwood Anderson's Short Story, The Egg

Stewart A. Kthgsbury
Northern Michigan Univeysity

Structural Semantic Theory -- To organize the facts about meaning 7...nd meaning

relations in natural languages, Katz and Fodor have concluded that "the semantic

theory is a theory of the speaker's ability to interpret the sentences of his

language." 1

To explicate their semantic theory, Katz and Fodor have created a rigorously

mathematical theory of structural semantics requiring entries in a form where certain

elements are grammatical markers, other elements enclosed in parenthesis are

semantic markers, while still o-her expressions enclosed in brackets are distin-

guishers. Using this system of markers, Katz and Fodor write projection rules

which combine (amalgamate) sets of semantic paths dominated by a grammatical

marker by combining elements (marked by grammatical markers, semantic markers,

and d4-..tinguishers) to form a new set of paths or semantic readings for the sequence

of lexical items under higher grammatical markers. Amalgamation, in essence,

is the joining of elements from different paths under a given grammatical marker

if these elements satisfy appropriate selection restrictions .2

Other structural semantic theories-- Since Katz and Fodor initially presented

their "The Structure of a '.3emantic Theory," other linguists such as Sidney Lamb

and more recently Uriel Weinreich have presented structural semantic theories tied

to theories of grammar, the former's to stratificational grammar ard the latter's

to generative-transformational grammar. 3

V?:
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My structural semantic analysis-- My semantic analysis of a sentence is based

upon the Firthian concepts of collocation and context and incorporates aspects of

structural semantics, mentioned above.

For this analysis I have chosen the following sentencE taken from the final

paragraph of Sherwood Anderson's, The Egg: "He laid the egg gently on the table and

dropped on his knees by the bed as I have already explained." 4

Notation and symbols used in the analysisIn this analysis I use a generalized

generative-transformational notation. However, certain other symbols and notations

should be explained ar..1 are listed here.

1. S-K.1 followed by two slant lines VA means "kernel sentence number 1."

2. S followed by three slant lines (///) indicates the surface structure of the

sentence under analysis and applies to Step VII of the analysis.

3. No. in the phrase structure rules means the ammatical category of number.

4. Loc means "Locative adverbial."

5. Adv. mcans "adverbial."

6. Tposs means "t'le possessive transform."

7 . Tdelete /1111s "the deletion transform."

8. Tconcat means "the concatenation transform."

9. INneans "concatenation by a coordinating conjunction."

10. 1(74 means " concatenation by a subordinating conjunction."

11. ParenthesesiLaround a cover symbol in Step II means optional.

12. Double parentheses ( ( )) in Step III and afterwards mean "syntactic

features carrying grammatical meaning."

13. Slant lines /Lin Step III and afterwards mean "semantic features."

14. Triple parentheses ((( ))1 a u*risin Step V and afterwards indicates
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"meaning gained through context of the situation."

15. The arabic numeral superscripts above the lexical items in Step IV

indicate the sequential number of the morphemes in the lexical string.

As noted in the text, the scope of this paper precludes a complete analysis and

discussion of the complete sentence. Only one kernel sentence has been completely

analyzed.

Semantic Analysis

Step I - Determining the deep structured kernels from the surface structure.

S-K.1// He laid the egg gently on the table and (K=)

Tconcatenation-coordination

S-K.2// dropped on his knees by the bed + Tdeletion as (KV)

+ Tconcatenation-subordination

S-K. 3// I have already explained + Tpermutation.

Step II- Identifying the generalized phrase structure rules.
pN

S-K.11/ (1) S+NP+VP (2) N ID et+N+No. (3) NPI-N-Pron. (4) Prom-0- he
n.

(5) VP+ -ed In NP2 + (Adv1:) + (Advt) (6) NP2-*-Det+N+No.
-sg

(7) Vt--).-lay (8) Det÷the (9) N43-egg (10) -pl sg
.-73g/pl

(11) Ad4---5- Man-}Adj + ly-} gently

(12) Advi-Loc-4.-Prep phr---). Prep + Det + N + No-*on the table

PropN
S-K.2// (1) + VP (2) NP Det% + N + No

Pron
(4) Pron->-he + Tdelete-o-4 (5)

, (3) NP-2,-Pron.

VP-- -ed +. Vint (Adv 1)

Advi Loc Prep Phr--->Prep + Det + N No
.

-31.- on- his knees + Tposs' (7) AdV24-Loc-9.-Prep .Phi---7) by the bed..

(Adv2) (6)
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S,FK . 1.3il (1) S-- NP + VP (2) NP-4-Pron-0- 1 (3) VP-)-Pres (have:en)

+ Vint + (Adv) (4) Vint-* explain (5) Adv-,-already

Step III- Listing of the syntactic features on a "Sentence-Phrase" structure level

S->- NP + VP ((theme + proposition, where the theme is "he" and

the proposition is "laid the egg gently on the table" in S-K.1; "he" and

"dropped on his knees by the bed" in S-K.2; and "I" and " have already

explained" in S-K.3))

Step IV- Listing of the syntactic and semantic features of each lexical item.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

S-K.1 he + lay + past -;.- the + egg + gently + on + the + table

1-he (( +subject + actor + Pron. + Collocation with referent "father" +

Tdelete + "my father" ---> Mather" + intimacyj + concrete +

animate + human - preinominal modifiers postnominal modifiers

+ participant of the narrative event-participant of the speech event))

/ (A) + male + he who begets a child + parent + provider +

protector (B) + male + forefather (C) + male person deserving

respect because of age, position, etc. (D) 4- male + old + member

of a profession or body (E). + male + senator + in Ancient Rome

(F) + male 47 leader + in a city, assembly, etc. (G) + male +

in time of early. Christians + writer + theme of church doctrine +

authority + reliable (H) + male + prient--+ affiliation-with Roman

Catholic.Church (I) 4. male +.creator, inventor or originator (1). +
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+ motion + downward + with force + collocation with "low" or "out"

(B) + causation + position + reclining/resting (C) + produce + deposit +

collocation with "egg" + Context of Sit, bird, etc.-Contzmt of Sit. NP +

VP where N-NNhuman or Ninanimate (D) + male + female + reproduction

process + taboo + slang + context of NP as Cdo where N)-N human

(Author's note: Note lay is an excellent example of the Mean concept of the word

and its meanings forming a complex system of homophonous morphemes. There are

thirty eight meanings of lay. Only four are depicted here as a cluster of semantic

features .)

3-Past (( + mandatory + pre-verb ))/ + action of the main verb takes place

after narration by speaker of the speech event/

4-the (( + noun determiner ))/ + specific + known to all participants of the

speech event/

5-egg (( + headword of NP + noun + common + concrete-animate-human )) /

(A) + oval + body + laid + by a female + bird, fish, reptile insect,

etc. + contains the germ + reproduction + food for young + shell

(B) + cell + reproduction + made by female (C) + of a hen + egg

(sum of semantic features, of (A) )

6-gently (( + adj +-ly + adverbial + manner ))/+ mild + tender4orce -violent,/

7-on (( + connective + function word signaling a NP + locative + direction

+ motion ))/ +._above + in colitact with the surface + supported by /
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8-the (syntactic features same as 4/ semantic features same as 4/)

9-table / + headword of NP (( object of preposition )) + noun + common

concrete-animate-human ))/+ piece of furniture + flat top +

horizontal + four legs/

Step V Summarizing the meaning from the context of the situation.

Sentence K.2 1/

he ((( the author has constantly contrasted the use of "he, " "my

father," and "father." 'When Anderson wants to de-emphasize the

theme of father and merely recount a series of actions, he Uses "he."

When the author wants to state formally the relationship between the

first person minor narrator and the father, such as when the narrator

of The Egg talks of his parent's propensity for scatter-brained ideas

which typify him as a hopeless dreamer and a continual loser in life,

Anderson often uses "my father." However, when the narrator

sympathizes or pities the central character, the father, Anderson uses

the ellipsized form of "my father, "-"father." )))

S-K . //
egg ((( Anderson has established the egg as a symbol of the frivolity of

the "dreamer" father.)))

S-K. 2 /1

droPPed on his knees ((( This action symbolizes the complete defeat

of the father, especially since the egg in the preceding sentence

ymbolizes the frivolity which has caused the father's downfall )))
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S-K.3 1/

I ((( The first person singular personal pronoun represents the speaker

and narrator in a third person minor point of view. Through the

narratos the author establishes his tone which throughout the story

represents a mixture of ironic humor, pity, love and understanding

on the part of the narrator. Often the narrator-author's tone reflects

a hidden criticism of the ne'r-do-well father which borders on ridicule.)))

Step V1-Cancellation of anomalous meanings by use of the collocation of the phrase

structure, syntactic features, semantic features and the context of the situation.

(Author's note: only S-K.1 will be used to demonstrate the process.)

(1) he- The referent is established as father having semantic features

(A)/ + male + he who begets a child + parent + provider + protector/

and simultaneously cancels (B) , (C) , (D) , (E) , (F ) , (FI) and (I)

(2) The syntactic feature (( + human )) of he and father eliminates semantic

features (C); the context of the situation in the previous story eliminates

(A) and (D) . The meaning shown by semantic features (B) / + causation

+ position + reclining or resting/ is established

(3) Collocation of egg with ((human)) and the leid.caI item lay requires the

meaning designated by the semantic features (A) since a shell of

sufficient hardness is required for the handling by a human and the

process of "laying"

(4) The collocation of the lexical item on with table and _w_a requires the

semantic features / + piece Of furniture/; / + flat top /and / +
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Step VII- The final summation of syntactic and grammatical features and the

collocation of linguistic context and context of the situation Into a total meaning.

S/// S-K.1// he (( + sub)ect + actor + theme + pron. + collocation

with referent father + Tdelete of Ey...father ((( intimacy ))) + concrete +

animate + huma9tprenominal modifiers -post nominal modifiers + participant
2.

of the narrative event-participant of the speech event )) father /+ male

+ he who begets a child + parent + provider + protector / ((( + de-em-

phasized theme to recount a series of actions ))) lay
3

(( + verb +.

transitive + indicative + declarative + active + affirmative )) + causation

+ to come to a position + reclining or resting + motion / Past (( +

auxilliary + mandatory + function word + pre-verb )) / + action of the

verb takes place after the narration of the speech event by the narrator

/ the4.(( + noun determiner )) / + specific + known to all participants of

the speech event/ egg5 (( + headword of a NP (( goal )) + noun + common +

concrete-ardmate-human))/ + oval body + laid + by a female + bird, fish,

reptile, insect, etc. + contains the germ + reproduction of new member

of species + food for young + shell (((symbol of the frivolity and lack of

6
common sense of the father ))) _gently (+ adverbial + manner ) (mild +

tender-forcewiolent / on7(( + connective + function word signaling a NP

+ locative + direction + motion )) / + above + in contact with the surface

+ supported by / the 8 (( same as 4 ) and / same as 4) table 9 +

headword of NP (( object of preposition )) + noun + common + concrete-

animate-human )) / + piece of furniture + fl4 top + horiiontal + four legs/
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S -K . 2 . . . ///
In conclusion I feel the foregoing partial semantic analysis of the "punch"

line of Sherwood Anderson's , The has illustrated sufficiently my semantic concepts

discussed previously in this paper.
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Footnotes

I. I. Katz and J. Fodor, "The Structure of a Semantic Theory," Language,
39: 170 ff, (1963) .

2. Ibid., P. 170-

3. Cf. S.M. Lamb, Outline of Stratificational Gramrcar (Washington, D.C.:
Georgetown University Press, 1966) and Uriel Weinreich "Explorations in
Semantic Theory"; Current Issues in Linguistics (ed. T.A. Sebeok), (The
Hague: Mouton Co. 1968), vol. III, pp. 399-432.

4. S. Anderson, "The Egg" Short Story Masterpieces, (ed. R.P. Warren and A.
Erskine), (New York: Dell Publishing Co, 1954) Laurel Editiop, p.56.

5. In view of the limitation of space and the nature of this paper, the semantic
analysis has been concluded at this point.



As Complements and Subject-Raising

William R. Cantrell

Northern Illinois University

In an article titled On the Surface Verb 'Remind," Postal (1970)

depends upon deriving sentence (2) below from a source identical to that

of sentence (1) by Subject-Raisingon the way to derivIng sentence 3:1

(1) It struck me that Harry was similar to a gorilla.

(2) Harry struck me as (being) similar to a gorilla.

(3) Barry reminded me of a gorilla.

I will explore first whether sentences (1) and (2) should be related in

terms of Subject-Raising, then whether they can be derived from the same

source, then what source or sources they might be derivable from.

Postal's derivation of (1) would go like (4):

(4) a. ME struck [tHarry was si *Ili DI?' to a gorilla]] ..T.PSYCH MOVEMENT

NPS SNP obligatory

b. THAT Harry was .i.rn.r to a gorilla struck me =, MRAPOSITIal

c. it struck me that Harry was atzu.ar to a gorilla

And (2) would go Like (5):

(5) a. ME struck E[Harry was similar to a gorilla]] .91 PILISDIG

NPS SNP

b. ME struck Harry (to be) similar to a gorilla PSYCH MOVEMENT

C. Harry struck me (to be) similar to a gorilla "obligatory
operations"

d. Harry struck me as being similar to a gorilla

Postal speaks of a crucial similarity between structures contsviwing strike

and those co=aining perceive and adds: "The difference between strike and

perceive is largely that the former undergoes -OM or both of the rules

RAISING- and PSYCH MOVEMENT while the latter undergces neither." _The sen-

tences he then =Males apPsrentlY are to ba tracen as esseatially, equal:
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(6) a. I perceive that Max has a large liver

b. it struck me that Max had a large liver

c. Max struck me 33 having a large

Cue thing that Postal has done is take the:-Ciissical transformation

of Subject-Raisinewbich relates noun clauses and infinitive complements--

e.g., I believe that Mary is rich, I believe Mary to be rich--and apply it

to as complements. But tbere is considerable questionwhetimar this is the

IMMO transformation. For instance, the classicalesubject raising* 46rte

such as seem and believe do not take as complements:

(7) a. Ibelieved that Harry was similar toagorilla.

b. I believed Harry to be similar to a gorilla.

c. *I telieved Harry as being similar to a gorilla.

IL It seemed to me that Harry was similar to &gorilla.

b. Harry seemed to me to be similar to a gorilla.

C. *Harry seemed to me 85 being similar to a gorilla.

Nor does strike have an infinitive complement:

(9) * Harry struck me to be similar to a gorilla.

I don't believe the two -forms can be considered complementary since both

occur with perceive:
3

(10) a. I perceive Harry to be similar to a gorilla.

b. I perceive Harry as being similar to a gorilla.

postalls apr...-oach to this problem apparently would be to save HAMM by

maridng each verb as obligatorily or optionally taking or not talcing an

as cceplement. Yet there is further evidence against its being the same

transformation acting to produce as complements and infinitive complements,

since non-locative there will *raise" one step mita tile infinitive bat not

with as:4

(a)
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(11) a. There seems to me to be no solution to your problem.

b. *There strikes me as being no solution to your problem.

believe there to be no solution to your problem.
percei ve

d. *I perceive there as being no solution to your problem.

Besides evidence against infinitive complements and as complements

being produced by the same transformation, there is evidence against that

clauses gad aa complements being related; for instance, there are numerous

examples of that clauses which have no corresponging form with as:

(12) It strikes me that Mary is eating lunch with her mother.

(13) *Mary strikes me as eating lunch with her mother.

(14) It has just now struck me that my wife has been dead two years

tomorrow.

(15) *itr wife has just now struck me as having been dead two years

tomorrow.

Note that classical subjectraising verbsdc not make this distinction:

(16) Nary seems to be eating lunch with her mother.

(17) I believe Mary to be eating,aunch with her mother.

Interestingl.y, though both of -A2e-following exist,- there .is a notable

difference in meaning:

(18) It strikes me that ray wife has been dead two years.

(19) My wife strikes me as having been. dead two years.

Sentance (18) refers to a Sad event, 'sentence (19). to a sad state of affairs.

(18) States a fact, (19). offerS a characterization.' And there is a clue.

I believe that only wcharacterizations*:occur in. as_complements.ifter

strike. They might also 'be called. descriptions Or 'judgments. Note the

following- distinctions::



(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

Mary struck me as

Mary struck me as

Mary strack me as

Mary struck me as

Mary struck me as

ph," ( a nice girl )

..'..9111 (*my. only daughtery

dressing
fthu1711-

( pretty good sense).
-7'5 (*my bicycle )

( smiling in the face of adversiti.
(*smiling at the movie

( about five foot, two)

"G"'t-6 (*in the fishpond ).
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Note that only the acceptable as complements would serve to describe Mary:

To describe Mary, one could say she is a nice girl, she dresses rather

youthfully, she has pretty good sense she smiles in the face of adversity,

and she stands about five foot,two. "An only daughter* would be descriptive;

*my only daneitern is not, and so on.

To catch the notion in the acceptable sentences (20) - (24) that an NP

is being placed in a category that depends upon a judgment, one might want

to say that they are simply variations on the form RP + be + Adj , as the

following suggest:

(25) ...and Helen is pretty nice_
212210Cellt
youthful in the way she dresses
sensible
Plucky

Cr perhaps the funiamental form should be NT + be +DPI DPI + be + Adj]].

as would be indicated. by ft...and Helen is a pret.ty nice &trl, too,* and. so on.

At any rate, it that clauses are to be related. to -as complements, there win

have to be a specification that only predicates of characterization will

qnalify subjects forRAISING, however difficulhat might be to describe.

Of course, is similar to a gorilla is certainly a _predicate of characteri-

zation.
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Another strong argument against that clauses and as complements stemming

from the same source is evidence of the following sort. Di (26) below the

speaker can not separate his viewpoint from that of Mary*s but in (27) he can:5

(26) *It strikes Mary that Max has a larger liver than he has.

(27) Max strikes Mary as having a larger liver than he has.

Again, there doesn't seem to be much point in trying to block (26) and allow

(27) in order to save Subject-Raising, considering the fact that classical

subject-raising verbs don't make this distinction:

(28) Mary believes that Max has a larger liver than he has.

(29) Mary believes Max to have a larger liver than he has.

(30) It apPears to Mary that Max has ;a larger liver than he has.

(31) Max appears to Mary to have a larger liver than he has.

The difference between (26) and (27) holds also for perceive:

(32) -wary perceives that Max has a larger liver than he has.

(33) Mary perceives Max as having a larger liver than he has.

Rut note in particular that this parallel difference does:not -seem to depend

upon identifying perceive with strike in deep strUctures; rather it ctepends

upon a fundamental diiference between that complements and as complements,

as we see in (34) and (35):

(34) *Nary recalls that Max has a larger liver than he has.

(35) Mary recalls Ma* as having a larger liver than he has.

The differences between the that complements and the as complements

which, we -have just been examining would be called one of factivity by

Kiparsky and Kiparsky (to appear), the that complements :being factive, the

as complements non-factive. We will diicnss,-this difference turther.

however, ye must- note that NP:i strtictures may also'occur with,strike`and

perceive in'both kinds:nf SentecneS-We-:have been 5tudirink,:6
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(36)
Mary. perceives
It.strikes Mary

that it is ridiculous that Max has a large liver.

(37) arst=laaryi that itj is possible that Max has a large liver.

(38)
Rit7s1:11:11:ry that itj is the case with Max that he has a

large liver.

Apparently every predicate referring to a noun clause is a judgment,so there

are corresponding as complements:

(39) RtrystITIlvesit3ias being ridiculous that Max has a large liver.

(0)
ctls it.i

j as being possible that Max has a large list .

(41)
crystercer:s it.ij as being the case with Max that he has a

k j

large liver.
and the non-factive possible

The distinction between the factive ridiculous/is retained even in the as

complement; only the former has an un-extraposed form:
7

(42) That Max his a large liver strikes Mary as being ridiculous.

(43) *That Max has a large liver strikes Mary as being possible.

In (39) but not in (40) the speaker guarantees the validity of the noun

clapse, as we see below:

(44) *It strikes Mary as being ridiculous that Max has a large liver,

but I doubt it.

(45) It strikes Mary as being possible that Max has a large liver,

but I doubt it.

But each of these differences seems to stem from this difference:

(4.6) max has a large liver ant that fact strikes Mary as being ridiculous.

(47) *Max has a large liver ani that fact strikes.Maryaslieling possible.
. .

(43) is bad for the same reason (47) is bad and (44) is,bid for their same,'

reason (48) is bad:

(48) *I doubt that fact.
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So far it might appear that I am reiterating the position of the Kiperskys--

that the occurrence of the fact as the sister to a that clause in deep structure

constrainc the occurrence of certain. predicates. But the constraint as I see it

is not between the fact or "factivity" and certain predicaues but upon simple

contradiction: All of the defective sentences we have just been examining of

this sort contain contradictory assertions of the speaker: Si is a fact--Si is

not a fact. In other words, I am claiming that reference to a proposition as

the fact or treatment of it as a fact depends upon a concealed, deep structure

8
assertion that it is a fact. Actnally, this is pert of a broader pminciple:

any specified EP has its existence and character vouched for by some speaker.

Thus, you can be sued for 49 below as readily as for 50:

(49) Keep that moral leper you married away from me.

(50) Tour husband is a moral leper.

,The question remains of how such "concealed assertions" occur. The answer

depends upon the fact that complements may relativize, e fact that appears to

account for a variety of phenomena. Thus, assertions about such complements

appear with them in the relativization as their dominating S's. Fbz: instance,

(39) and (40) would 'be related to (51) and (52) respectively:1°

(51) This which I assert is t1.12?2s-aetull= De hes a large liver]

strikes Nary as being ridiculous.

(do not assert is
(assert iz not (a fact about Max )
(do mot assert is not ) (the case with Nax)
Nssert is

[he bas a large liver] strikes Mary as being possible.

To state the rule inf.prmally which covers (51) and. (52), ii' no.negative appears

immediately before.or after assert, Extraposition is optional and the clarse-is.

factive. If either or both negatives occur, Extraposition_lsobitgator7 and the

clause is non-factive. Notice that where no negative Appears-witivassert (52) -

it is defective. .1n (51) the material -before

way
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abridged to the fact if Extraposition does not take paace; the corresponding

material in (52) obviously cannot because of the negatives. Added evidence

that a structure of this sort is necessary for the description of language

is the fact that the various views of the speaker represented by the options

in '(52) can be conveyed by intonation in (40).

Now we return to a more basic question: Could then sentenceslike (41)

derive from the same source as sentences like (53)?

(53) RtrYstP

er:esir that Max has a large liver.

The answer seems to be yes and no. (41) is ambiguous as to the viewpoint

of the speaker concerning the that clause. He may be either confirming or

denying its truth, or rem:lining-neutral. In (53), on the-other hand, the

speaker unambiguously confirms the truth of the that clause as we can see

in (54):11

tch) *(Mary perceivaes ) that I am dead.
`''' (It strikes Mry )

And (38) is similarly factive. Iet we have a means at hand to disambiguate

(41) so that it will have the same intention as (53), the same kind of

structure that we used for (51) and (52):

(55) This which I (do not) assert is (not)
(4 fact about Max )
(the case with Max)

[he has a large liver] strikes Mary as being the case with him.

(56) Mary perceives -1-31- which I (do not) assert is (not)

(a fact about [he-has a large liver] as being the case with him.
(the case with Maxi

The occurrence of either or both negatives would block the option of deleting

the as complement, to produce (41). Ctherwise, (55) and (56) could produce

(53) or a variant of (41):::

(55) would hav:e a tme representation like that 'in ,(7); (51), (52),



(57) NP1

this strikes Mary as being the case with Max

53

gay has a large liver NP

KIP] =NPz

I (do not) asseit it s4

NP2

this 55 is (not) a fact about Max

70

Max has a large liver

With a structure like (57) at hand, it might be argued that it could

as well be the source for a sentence like (58) since a choice of a negative

from 53 or 54 would guarantee non-factivity:

(58) Max strikes Mary as having a large liver.

It would be necessary still to restrict RAISING to subjects of predicates

of characterization and to make eareful distinctions between infinitive

complement raising and as complement raising. And unless we wanted to have
surface

two sources producing identical/structures with identical meanings, RAISING

would have to be restricted to NP:S sentences, with a second raising, di ffer-

ently stated, to produce a sentence like (93). It seems mechnnically pos-

sible, though expensive. On the other hand, if that were the way to produce

a sentence like (58), what should stop it from operating with occur or notice?

(59) It never occurred to Mary as being the case with Max that he had

a large liver. [non-factive]

(60) It never occurred to Mary,that Max had a large liver. [factive

(61) -*max never occurred to Mary as having a large liver.

Notice that occza. 141.11 tike jeCt:

(62) Max,-neVer occUrred to-M

(63) Mary =mar noticeCL it ai

large liver. Enon-fac:avej
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(64) Nery never noticed that Max had a large liver. [factive]

(65) *mary never noticed Max as &wing a large liver.

So I think the more reasonable alternative is that both ordinary NP's and

NP's dominating S's can be the iOcus to which as complements are attached,

and that the factivity or non-factivity of ordinary noun clauses depends

upon the concealed assertions associated with them in the latter case.

To return to sentences (1) and (2), I think the problem is that we

have the same elements in different hierarchies. (1) focuses on a fact

which is based upon first-hand observation of a person. (2) focuses upon

a person of whom first-band observationhas established a tact. But one

is not a transformation of the other any more than John hit Fred is a

trensformation of John hit Fred.

ECTES:

1. Subject-Raising is also known as Expletive-Replacement, Francon-

Replacement, and TT-Replacement. Postal r.allg it RAISING.

2. 11Classicalfl Subject-Baisingis described in. Lakoff (1966). But Chwany

(1970) criticizes the transformation on the grounds that the pronoun is

not replaced" in Russian prachman (1970) argues from Greek:that tbe rule

depends upou caPYing rather than movement and CantraLl (1969a 1969b)

attacks the rule on several,grounds.

3. 'Despite Postal's statement that RAMDIG does not occur withperceive,

the existence of an as complement afterperceive seems indisputable.

haps he recognizeiammulingdifference, but he providesnc further comment

examples of such structures-

Cantrell (1969a, 1969b)
sbo-ws,.there-will.raise" onar me step with

Per-
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a. There was believed by Irving to be a snake in his lunchbox.

b. *There was expected by Mex to be believed by Irving to be a snake

in his lunchbax.

C. The bagel was expected by Max to be believed by Irving to have

been eaten by Seymour.

5. For a further discusslon of this phenomenon, from three different angles,

see Cantrell (1969b), nparsky and Kiparsky (to appear), and Lekoff (196S).

6. Note that it in (39), (40), and (41) has the same referent as the
--J

corresponding itj in (36), (37), and (38).

7. For a furtl2er discussion of these-differences, see Kiparsky and KiParskY

(to appear). Here strike adds no complication.

S. I am ueing concealed assertion rather than the more usual tern, presup-

position, partly because I want to emphasize that it has as much force

as open assertion. We are as responsible for concealed assertions as

for open ones. To say Joha has stopped beating his wife is to claim

that he did beat her. Also,Iwould reserve presupposition to matters

such as the speaker's belief that his addrftsee can (or possibly cannot)

hear what is being said, understand the words and identitr the referents.

In the example sentence the speaker does not claim that the addressee

knows who John is but rather depends upon the supposition that he does.

For a further discussion of the relativizatioa of complements see

Cantrell (1969b, 1970a, 1970b, 1970c).

10. The relative clauses In (51) and (52) must be read as restrictive.

11. (54) shows exactly the same anomaly as this sentence shows: *I am dead.

The sentence is contmlicted by the-evidence, roughly as fellows:

*I who am speaking and thus not dead am dial.
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"Pacts About Current Indian English"

Zacharias Thundyil

Northern Michigan University

This paper on Indian English is based on data I gathered

from a study tour of India and from a computerized linguistic

survey I made during this tour. Prom July 28 to August 18 I

traveled widely in Indiafrom Bombay to Trivandrum to Madras

to New Delhi to Poona. I visited numerous universities and

colleges, talked to Indian and non-Indian professors of English

at these institutions, and spoke to Indian students at several

institutions. By way of introduction, it is appropriate to

begin with a short survey of the history of Indian English.

The English language was brought to India in the seventeenth

century by the British. On December 31, 1600, Queen Elizabeth I

signed a charter authorizing the East India Company of London

to open trade with India and the East.' Bilingualism-La English

was gradually initiated and vigorously supported by three groups

at different periods.2 First, from the beginning, -the mission-

aries opened schools in India-and imparted English education to

Indian boys and girls with the intent of proselytizing.3 Second,

a group of Indians, fascinated by the technological and scientific

progress of England, wanted the introduction of English education

in India, hoping that English would prove to be thekeyto-mat-

erial success. and TcaitiCal.adyanCeSent.:
- "

wrote to. tord Amherst.:on . pedeinber 1823z

Raja Rani -"When ..R.oy
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When this seminary of learning (Santkrit school In
Calcutta) was proposed, we understand that the govern-
ment in England had ordered a considerable sum of money
to be annually devoted to the instruztion of its Indian
sdbjects. We were filled with sangulne hopes that this
sum would be laid out in employing European gentlemen
of talents and education to instruct the natives of
India in mathematics, natural philosophy, chemistry,
anatomy, and other useful sciences, which the natives
of Europe have carried to a degree of perfection that
has raised them above the inhabitants of other parts
of the world.4

Third, the British government encouraged missionaries to run

English schools for the education of English and Anglo-Indian

children. Lord Macaulay's policy of producing English-speaking

bilingual-civil servants In India was made into a law by the

passing of the controversial Minutes of 1835. In 1857, three

universities were established in Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras.

With the gradual rlse of colleges and universities, EngliSh

became the academic language of India and was looked upon as

the'lareStigeo language. In spite of national movements, the

importance of English was,not,diminithed; on the other hand,

bilingualism struCk deeper roots among the middle class with

the spread of college education.

During the British Raj,English, as the.official national

language, as the language of higher education, and a* an inter77

national language, attained aLmnigne'iplaceHof importance .1*

India. Even after lndia-bemameindependent of British rule

in 1947,':English continued to-be the:officiallanguagelup'to'

.47anuary 26, 1965, along_withaindi.HowieVednder the. Official
.

Language Actof1963:-Enilisli-maY.continde:tol3e-
. Clqg

Jandar:y ,26, :1965 "for. 411:17.:.:.be Offi
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-that "one of the most important changes that took place in the

period between 1950and-1960 was the acceptancethat to speak

like an Englishman was Act the.- ohyious and :only:aini inteaching

English to oyerseas learners..",.14ith: fewernative*speakers of

English in India, Indian English is developing in' new directions.

Indian English is as difficult to define as British English

and American English. There are dialects in Indian English as

there are dialects in British or American English. Older lin-

guists used to distinguish the following types of writings:

I. Anglo-Indian (non-Indian writers° writings about India);

2. Indo-Anglian (Indians who write in English-about India);

3. Indo-Anglican (a confusing term Eor Indo-Anglian); 4. Indo-

English (translations by Indians from Indian literature into

English); 5. Indian English. The last term, first used by M. R.

Anand,- V. R. Shushan, and P. E. Dastoori is gaining greater

currency in linguistic literature:7 Indian English is a variety

of the English language used, as a second language (L2 of J. C.

Catford) by Indian bilinguals in an Indian cUltural and linguistic

.context.8 The Indian bilingual has a dominant primary language,

his regional language (1.1 C:atford)- like:Hindi:1 Malayalam,

or Bengali' which he uses with greater7facility in' wider:range

of situations. -For some Indians., English , has an equal_ status

as his Mother tongue., But,- for most' Indian bilinguals, English

is a' second( language: which .rhelOngs. ,to. India botii....culturilly,and

linguistically. "9 'The. vaileties .Engiish '-used in: Britain, .

Australia,, the: :United 'States, and.Canada are primary:ainguiges'..:

(12). 'The vaiieties of Spanish, Polish, Hungar.ian,and: itáiià





used by second and third generations of immigrants in the United

States and Canada are second languages (L2). In the sense given

above English is a second language rather than a foreign lan-

guage in India. In this paper, the cover term "Indian English"

is used for that variety of the English language used by "educated"

Indians. Thus, Indian English is distinguished from such pidgin

languages humorously referred to as Babu Englisk, Butler English,

Kitchen English, Cheechee English, and Bearer English. A few ex-

amples of un-English expressions of these pidgin dialects are

the following: "to marry with," "to make friendship with," "to

make one's both ends meet," "America returned," "pin-drop silence,"

"a failed M. A.," and "a welcome address".

In order to distinguish "educated Indian English," Professor

Kachru makes use of the term "Cline of Bilingualism" borrowed

from Halliday.
10 The Cline comprises three measuring points: the

zero point, the central point, and the ambilingual point Indi-

cating a gradation toward an educated form of Indian English.

An Indian speaker. of English, who ranks above the zero point may

be considered a bilingual; Babu English speakers are grouped

below the zero point which is not the end point on the scale.

A standard or educated user of Indian English ranks somewhere

between the central and ambilingual points on the Cline.11 _These

educated bilinguals are civil servants, educationists, college

graduates, arid politicians. The variety- or dialect. of English

they use is influenced considerably by various sub-strata and

is found in the English writings of Indians in bOoks, newspapers,-

and _periodicals.



What constitutes educated Indian English are its similari-

ties in phonology, vocabulary, and grammar with British English

or American English. What makes Indian Ehglish a dialect differ-

ent from British English and American English are its phonological,

lexical, and grammatical differences.

There have been numerous studies on the phonology of Indian

English. These were inspdred by pedagogical reasons. Pedagogi-

cally, this level is still considered the primary level. The

limitations of this paper permit me to make only a few observations

about the phonology of Indian English. One should distinguish

between the phonology of Dravidian English spoken by native

speakers of the Dravidian languages: Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and

Malayalam and native speakers of the Indo-European derivations

from Sanskrit: Assamese, Bengali, Gujerati, Hindi, Kashmiri,

Marathi, Punjabi and Urdu. The reason for this distinction lies

in the fact that the phonological patterns of the primary lan-

guage influence the learned phonological pattern of English.

According to R. K. Barisal, "it is mainly in distribution of the

vOwel-phonemes,that.the -various Indian speakers diverge fro12'*a

..'
.:11.ormal R. P. pattern,12.' speaking,..-educ'aitad-Ihdians:

. .

have a system-of 12. to-.14-vowels,-in,theirlEpglish-These

. CI] , Ca3], Ca]

C3J. "13 '7Cw] anci-7Cy] can..be-:treated-:.:aS:,oriel,p1Oneine't

speakers,. fsOille.: speakers.

.

use- CU very rarely. tp3;-..-Ct3.,..',
,

an

in all PositiOris:Wfiere
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due to the influence of the native language phonology. Spelling

pronunciations are very common. Indian speakers often stress

words differently from, say,ibe R. P. pattern, because they learn

the words from books and not from native speakers.

However, it should be stressed that the main phonological

features which separate Indian English from the L1 varieties of

English are not necessarily deviations in the segmental phonemes

but deviations in stress, intonation, rhythm and juncture.

Gopalkrishnan makes the following observations on the stress de-

viations of South Indian speakers of English: 1. There is a

general unawareness of the patterns of primary as well as secon-

dary stress: pmaikbee/ for /mek,bee/; 2. There is a tendency to

ignore the differentiating
stress patterns of nouns, adjectives,

and verbs; 3. There is an unawareness of the shift in stress

found in different parts of speech derived from the.same "Latin

or Greek root." (phil6sophy and phil6sophicel).15 The main

reason for the deviations in stress is that "all the main South

Asian Languages are syllable-timed languages, as opposed-to

English which is a stress-timed language."16 This may be the

reason why Indian English is often called "sing-song" English.

There are two lexical items that_demand our.attention: one,

words of Indian English that are "non-shared"with other varieties

of English; -the other group is made upof words. from Indian lan-

guages that are -transferied to the -6ther
dialeats of English:

Earlier scholars compiled a list of -W.ords belonging to,,the

17
group.

As early. as 1886 Yule ,and:Burnell.
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Anglo-Indian words:18 "Words of Indian origin have been insinu-

ating themselves into English ever since the end of the reign

of Queen Elizabeth . when such terms as calico, chintz, and

gingham had already effected a lodgement in English warehouses

and shops."19 In 1893, Fennell listed 336 Hindi (Hindoo), 32

Sanskrit, and 31 Dravidian woes in the English vocabulary 20

Sergeantsen21 and Subba Rao22 also published useful accounts of

Indian loan words in English. These studies show the interaction

between Indian languages and English. 23

The grammatical features of Indian English provide an

interesting field of study for linguists. There have been studies

made on certain grammatical aspects of Indian English. Dustoor

has pointed out the absence or misuse of articles in the deictic

system of Indian English. 24 The reason for this error is the

influence of native Indian languages which do not have any def-

inite articles. Kachru in his doctoral dissertation compared

and _contrasted the systems of: structurea Of.,:verba1 rgroupa, and-

noMinal groups -,of: British English and . Indian English. 25, His

.atteMpt has failed to..shOw- any significant. difference:

A. F. Kindersley has some interesting observations on certain

26grammatical features of Indian English: 1. an the.reflexive

verbs (e.g., en "o e reflexive pronoun, is -omitted.

think this-is-,due. endency lan es-tto::s



My contribution to the study of Indian English is the

computerized survey of the grammar of Indian English

India last summer (1970).

current usage given by

I. made in

BasiCaiLy,.',I Used -the: same:test on

Sterling Leonard and the.NCTE:in 1927.

A list of 230 expressions "of whose standing there might be

some question" was submitted by me to a group of 160 judges who

are primarily linguists and teachers of English I made some

minor changes in Sterling s list in order to fit it in the

Indian situation. Each judge was asked to score on IBM cards

according to his observation of actual usage, not on his opinion

of ,,nat it should be. I received over 120 responses. Some did

not comply; 90X of the responses are from linguists and teachers

of English in colleges ,and universities located in Bombay, Delhi,

Calcutta, Madras, Bangalore, and the state of Kerala. I shouLd

make the: grateful inention,:that I received-more reSporiSeS from

-
women- than-mem.,' : - - -

-

Each -expression was--.to be-classified 'in one of the- follow-;
_

ing categorieS: "formalIy:-.coirengliSh

appropriate -chiefly for sei-kaus and important occ 'whether

in speech, or wri

locrulal ,Enoll

sations, correspondenc

of literarP-

ar4
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called 'vulgar En4lish, but with no implicatillnecessarily of

the current meaning of vulgaz: naive popular, or uncultivated

English."

The informants had considerable difficulty with category C.

I should have modified the category as follows: "illiterate

speech .not used by persons who wish to pass as cultivated." In

the course of my field work, I modified category C. The reason

for this change is that English is only a secondary language 2
)

India and that many informants never came across dialectal

expressions such as: "A light-complected girl passed," "Hadn't

you ought to ask your mother," "My cold wa'nt any better'next

day," "If John had of come," and so on. Most informants classi-

fied dialectal expressions and expressions they had never en-

countered under category C, or altogether omitted, them.
,

The answers -were sorted.and tabnlated by .a comPuter-.. The
. .

sOrting machine rejected:over. 25, response's on acCount; of '..Some:: :

recording errors. The computer, however; accepted 87" responses

and classified the responses into three categories mentioned
. t

above. Those expressions which were approved as either literarlr

or colloquial by at three-fourths ,of the.,juagee Werel,franked,-

establiShed; those approved:by leSs ..than:;;One4ourth...-wer-.

illiterate; and thoie in :between'.were''ClaiSiie

By theSe .arbitiary*tanClar

opposed fto. 71_,Of

erate
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A. ESTABLISHED USAGES

1. A Tale of Two Cities is an historical novel.

2. It was I that broke the vase father.

4. I felt I could walk no further.

10. It as me.

11. One rarely enjoys one's luncheon when one is tired.

19. In this connection, I should add...

20. This -is a man... I used to know. (Omitted

28. I guess I'll go to lunch.

29. You had better stop that foolishness.

85

30. Each person should of course bear his or her share of the expense.

32. He went right home and told his father.

35. This hat is not so large as mine.

36. My position in the company was satisfactory from every point of view.

38. I expect he knows his subject.

39. Reverend Jones will preach.

42. In the -case of -students who elect an ektre Subject, an additionel-
fee is charged.:

44. I for one hope-he will be there.

48. -Under ...hese .circuiastarice's I will coi2Cede the point.::
49. I have nci prejdices,, e catiie.o

,
:

50.: You r. may ask -:whomsoever:

51..: You:are, Older-, -'
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A. (cont.)

61. We got home at three o'clock.

62. He has no fear; nothing can confuse him.

67. As regards the League, let me say...

70. "You just had a telephone call." "Did they leave any message?"

71. I was attacked by one of those huge police dogs.

73 This was the reason NI= he went home.

79. The data is often inaccurate.

84. I drove the car around the block.

85. He doesn t do it the wax I do.

87. Will you go? Sure.

90. Our catch was pretty good.

94. We have made some progress along these lines.

100. My colleagues and I shall be glad to

102. That will be all right, you may be sure.

103. We will try and get 1-6.

107. Leave_ me alone, or else get out.

111. I can hardly stand him.

112. He was home all la-st week.

113. I'd like ,6) make a correation..-
.

123. The maxi Was veri aMused:.,

126. That s a ; 4Detter.':go
slcivr'; :

- .

127. There. -are;',.sonie
,
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B. DISPUTABLE USAGE

3. That clock must be fixed.

5. Why pursue a vain_ hope?

6. My contention has been proven many

7. John had awoken much earlier than

times.

usual.

9. Ray who was then in town, was with me the three or four first days.

12. The invalid was able partially to raise his body.

13. One rarely likes to do as he is told.

16. It behowes them to take action at once,

17. He never works evenings, or Sundays.

18. I had rather go at once.

21. They have gotten a new car this year.

22. The bus depot burned down last night.

25. I took- it to be they,

26. Now just where are we at?

31. A women whom I know was my friend spoke next.

33. Galileo discovered that the earth moved

37. He could write as well or better than I.

40. I can't seem to get this problem right.

41. He toils to the end that he may amass wealth.

43. The defendant's case was hurt by this admission.

45. This is the chapter whose contents cause most discussion.

46. I was pretty mad about

52. :All came except

53. The party who wrote that was a journalist.

54. What are the chances of them bellag found out?

55. There is 'a big woods behind the -house.
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B. (cont.)

58. I know it to be he.

63. Do you wish for some ice cream?

64. My Uncle Roger, he told me a story.

66. There is a large works near the bridge...

68. Intoxication is when the brain is affected by certain stimulants.

69. Neither of your reasons are really valid.

72. The women were all dressed up.

74.

75.

77.

78.

80.

He dove of2 the pier.

I calculate to go soon.

That ain't so.

Trollope's novels have already begun

He looked at me and says,..

to _date.

81. This book is-:valueless 'the one has more to,-recomkend it.

82.. Take:two supkof flour.

None of them ar&here.

Thp Bangalore Clithate is

438.. He is kind of silly, I

healthiest in winter.

One is not fit to vote at the age of eighteen.

probably come a.little

93. Ain't that just like a

95. The goalie stands back of the goal line.

That was the reason for me leaving school.

97. Both leaves of the drawbridge raise at once.

99. I have drunk all my milk.

101. I went immediately into the banquet room, which was, I found later,
a technical error.

104. 'We cannot discover from whence the rumor emanates.
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B. (cont.)

105. I'll swear that was him.

106. The light is lit.

109. The old do4 was to no sense agreeable.

110. Of two disputants, the warmest is generally in the wrong.

114. I've absolutelygat to go.

115. It-was good and cold when I came in.

116. We haven't but a few left.

117. In the collision with a Ford, our car naturally got the worse of it.

118. I wouldn't have said that if I had thought it would have shocked

119. They ate (pronounded as et) at twelve

120. Yourself and your guests are invited.

124. Such naif actions seem to me absurd.

125. We can expect the commission to at least protect our interests.

128. It seems to be them,

her.

129. Everybody bought

130. Sax, -do you

their own ticket.

know who that, is?

134. Have you fixed the fire for the night?

136. In hopes of seeing you, I asked...

137. I suppose that's him.

138. I can't help 'but eat it.

139. Aren't (Int or rnt) I right?

140. There is a row of beds with a curtain between each bed.

142. It says in the book that...

143. If it wasn't for football school life would be dull.

144. His attack on my: motives made me peevish.

145. I have a heap of work to do.



B. (cont.)

146. If I asked him, he would likely refuse.

147. John didn't do so bad this time.

149. We taxied to the station to catch the train.

150. We only had one left.

152. Everybody's else affairs are his concern.

157. Factories were mostly closed on election day.

158. That boy's mischievous behavior aggravates me.

162. He moves mdghty Quick on =.1. tennis court.

163. He stopped to price some furniture.

164. He worked with much snap.

168. The fire captain with his loyal men were cheered.

169. Don t get these kind of shoes.

170. Who are you looking for?

171. A treaty was concluded between the four powers.

172. You had to have property to vote, in the eighteenth century.

173. The kind of apples you mean are large-and sour.

174. The Americans look at this differently than we

177. I felt badly about:his death.

178. The real reason he failed was because he tried to do too much.

179. Invite whoever you like to the party.

180. Drive:slow down that hill!

182. My cold wasn't any better next day.

183. It is liable to rain tonight.

184. Harry was a little boy about this tall.

185. I didn't speak to my uncle by long distance;

186. They had numerous strikes illEhgland.

-7c
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B. (dont.)

189. I have got. my own opinion on that.

190. He made a date for next week.

191. I suppose I'm wrong, ain't I?

193. John was raised by his aunt.

195. My father walked very slow down the street.

196. There was a bed a table, and two chairs in the room.

197. They invited my-friends and myself.

198. It is now plain and evident why he left.

200. He did noble

201. My experience on the farm helped me

202. I wish I was wonderful.

204. It's real hot today.

206. What was the reason for Sheila making that

207. Can I be excused from this class?

208.

210.
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Haven't you got through yet?

t-often see sunsets

disturbance?

like_.they have

211. Just set down and rest awhile.

212. Everyone was here, but they all went home

213. He loaned me his skates.

214. I am older than him.

215.ThShe leaped off of the moving car.

216. My folks sent me a money order.

217. He came around four o'clock.

218. If it had been us, we would admit it.

222. They went mamaround by-the orchard road.

223. The banker loaned me Rs 1000 at 7X.

,BOMbay;.



B. (cont.)

224. It looked like they meant business.

225. Do it like he tells you.

226. They swarm their partners in the reel.
228. Rams Store is on Queen's Street.
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C. ILLITERATE SPEECH

8. If Johnny had of come, I needn't have.

14. I haven't hardly any money.

15. The engine was hitting good this morning.

23. Can I use your typewriter? No, it's broke.

24. Sitting in back of John, he said, "Now guess what I have."

27. The kitten mews whenever it wants in.

34. He drunk too much soda water.

47. Either of these three roads is good.
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65. He begun to make excuses.

76. This is all the further I can read.

92. I must go and laxdown.

98. The people which were here have all gone.

108. That there rooster is a fighter.

121. One of my brothers were helping me.

122. I enjoy wandering among a librarY.

131. A light complected girl passed.

132. I want for you to come at once.

141. He won't leave me come in.

148. There was a orange in the dish.

151. Cities and villages are being stripped of all

only, but often of their-very inhabitants.

153. It was dark when he come in.

154. It don't make any difference what you think.

155. I read in the paper where a plane was lost.

159. That bank drash left mm! busted.

160. You was mistaken ibdut that, John..

lea. Neither author nor pub1ishe153are subject to cehsorship.

t,

they contain not.



C. (cont.)

167. I wish he hadn't of come.

175. Hadn't you ought to ask your mother?

176. Most anybody can do that.

181. He most always does what his wife tells him.

187. They went in search for the missing child.

188. I will go, providing you keep away.

192. I had hardly laid down again when the phone rang.

194. Martha don't sew as well as she used to.

199. It sure was good to see Uncle Charles.

203. I've no doubt but what he will come.

205. Somebody run past just as I opened the door.

209. His presence".was valueless not only, but.a hindrance as well.

219. She sung very well.

220.

221.

95

It is only a little ways farther.

The neighbors took turns setting up with him.

229.. The-sailors laid outalonT:the.:yards.
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Certain conclusions can be drawn from the survey and from

comments made by Indian linguists. English is not a primary

language (L1) in India. Fr. Antonlsami, S.J. of Loyola College,

Madras, writes: "There is no colloquial English Eas such] in

India except in very limdted circles." Thomas Paikeday, a

lexicographer, writes: "Most of the expressions marked C

[illiterate speech] is not in use here." A second linguist

makes the following observation: "I have left several unmarked

on the IBM cards either because I have not observed the usage of

the word underlined or because I have not been able to assess the

degree of formality/informality of a particular usage. However,

Sister Sheila O'Neill,
vice-principal of Stella Maris College,

Madras, writes:
If
. . several of these expressions are not

heard at all in South India, while a few others are just coming

into use among the young, who adopt them deliberately as Ameri-

canisms." Professor V. J. Augustine writes: "we have no proper

'slang' or accepted dialect forms.in our English (except perhaps

'cousin-brother,'
'cousin-sister,' etc.) " I can conclude in

the light of this survey that Indian English is based on written

English style. Mr. Agoram writes: "Since the English language

is learnt throUgh standard books, periodicaIs,:and:men'of emin-

ence, it is more chaste and admirable.

premise, but not with the conclusion which is a non

sequitur.) According to Kachru, there are two reasons for the
Agoram's

-

-"bookishness" of Indian English. The first l& that-in both

written and spoken media, Indian bilingua_ls tend: to- use -certain
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modern English. Samuel Mathai writes:

Although there were 'English' teachers of English
in many of the schools and colleges of India, inevitably
the Indian learned a great deal of his English from
books. Indian English was therefore always inclined to
be bookish, and not adequately in touch with the living
English of the day; and when we remember that the books
which we re-read as models of good English were the works
of Shakespeare and Milton and other great poets and
dramatists and prose writers, it is not surprising that
the more eloquent utterances of Indians (whether spoken
or written) were often garnished with phrases and turns
of expression taken from the great writers. Sometimes
these phrases were used without proper recognition of
their archaic or obsolescent or poetic character.

The second reason is that the spoken medium is not taught as an

academic discipline in India. Students are not taught to speak

English but to write English. That is why Indian English does

not sound conversational.

Finally, as the survey indicates, there are considerable

similarities between Indian English and its sister languages in

England, America, and elsewhere. Most of the established items

on the survey are considered as established in the Leonard Survey;

so are the disputable expressions and samples of illiterate

speech. With Randolph Quirk and Albert Marckwardt, one can

speak of the English language written and spoken in India,

England, the United States, Canada Australia and New Zealand

.as commonIanguage% At the same time, in the light of the

special features of Indian English', one can say with justifi-

cation that a variety of educated *English has developed in a

different linguistic and cultural Context in India. Not only

bia7e,..Indianrlanguages.:Indiatlied:the-En4lishaangisiage,:bUt

contiT$uted:::SubSiantially-to the-Indian:langua es

Therefore, theinfluenCehas::..been:4iiUtua
. -

,
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modern-English the result.of the-marriage between Anglo-Saxon

and Norman French, with equal rights .we.can. say thatIndian

English is the resultofthe union. of Itritish Englishand,Indian

cultural-linguistic.context.,
Indeedl'English language.todaxis..

an international language .with-.different varietiet.in different

countries.
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NOTES

1See S. Nurullah and J. P. Naik, A History of Education in
India (Bombay, 1951).

2Braj B. Kachru, "English in South Asia," Current Trends in
Linguistics, ed. Thomas A. Sebeok, V (1969), pp. 628-33.

3See JUlius Richter, A Hitory of Missions in India, trans.
Sydney H. Moore (New York .and Chicago,- 1908 ); N. N. Law,
Promotion of Learning in Ihdia by Early European Settlers.
(London, 1915).

4
Selections from Educational Records,-Part I (1781-1839), 99-101.

'The Official Languages Act 1963 (No. 19, 1963), Government
of India. See Jyotindra Das Gupta, "Official Language Problems
and Policies in South Asia," Current Trends in Linguistics, V,
pp. 592-93: "The Act of 1963, however, satisfied none. The non-
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THE CASE FOR LINGUISTIC DETERMINISM IN SOCIAL RESEARCH
1

NANETTE 3. DAVIS

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Social scientists have tended to neglect the relationship of language

and "reality" in their formulations of mind, self, and society. Recently,

however, a flurry of studies dealing with the congruence of language, cognition,

and society has emerged. The initial sources of this concern nay be traced to

the rich tradition of the French school of Durkheim, the symbolic :Interaction

perspective of American sociology, and the early efforts of Boas and his students

in American Indian studies. But, perhaps an even greater impetus was furnished

by the language-world view analysis. Humboldt, Boas, Cassirer, Sapir, Whorf,

and Hoijer, among others, have been concerned with the character of language

in its role as foundation and instrumentality of the social construction of

reality. The so-called nominalistic, or extreme, interpretation of linguistic

deterninism, usually associated with the work of Edward Sapir and Benjamin Lee

Whorf, will be reviewed in this paper to assess: (1) the present state of the

linguistic determinism argument, (2) the research generated from this positions,

(3) present trends in sociolinguistics, and (4) recent efforts to articulate a

linguistically-based social science.

Analysis of the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis2

The notion that language is formative, as well as formed, provided the

impetus for a conception of language as sui generis, or as a structure with its

own particular set of principles which form a system. Rejecting the earlier

assumptions of parallelism, Sapir postulated that language and culture were

interpenetrable, and that a "virtual identity" or "close correspondence" prevails

between word and thing. Language, in this context, not only refers to experience,

but also, "actually defines experience" by reason of its formal completeness.
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Even more significant in this viewpoint, is that there is an unconscious

projection of the implicit expectations that are built into the language,

and thence carried into the field of experience. Man is bounded by his

linguistic forms, even when he thinks himself most free.

The logical extension of the sui generis thesis is the assertion

that people speaking different language may be said to live in different

"worlds of reality" in that the languages they speak affect, to a con-

siderable degree, both their sensory perceptions and their habitual modes

of thought. The language-determines-reality argument has, then, its

analogue in the view that each language and culture group is different from

and contrasted to every other distinct language and culture group.

The "real world," in Sapirls conception, is not only mediated and

conditioned by the language of the group, but is essentially a construction

built on the language habits of the group. "The worlds in which different

societies live are distinct worlds," Sapir asserted, "not merely the sane

world with different labels attached."3 This linguistic relativism is a

special type of cultural relativism whose special character lies in the

central role assigned to linguistic patterns.

This perspective, later developed more fully by Whorf, led to the

notion by some thinkers that man can only think what he can say.4 The

categories of his language are the means by which the categories of his

perception, memory, social organization, and behavior are created. A

difference in categories implies a difference in modes of thought, which no

translation can bridge.

Whorf has been credited with this more extreme view of linguistic

determinism, in spite of his cautious suggestions that researchers seek
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"traceable affinities" between language and culture, rather than correlational

or diagnostic correspondences. Our concern here, however, is with the impli-

cations for subsequent interpretation and research. What Whorf really said is

another problem altogether.

Whorf's pioneering effort to establish linkages between linguistic and

non-linguistic data aimed at generalizations that purported to show the integral

interconnectedness between language, cognition, and culture. Whorf based his

findings on a comparative analysis of Indian linguistic systems and SAE

(Standard Average European). In focusing on grammatical forns to support his

case of linguistic relativity, however, Whorf took the formal and the literal

components of meanings as the basis for analysis. The users and uses of language

were not considered in his scheme.

Language and world view (or metaphysical assumptions) is a central theme

in Whorf's writing. Such metaphysical concepts of time, space, actor, matter,

and so on are deducible, not by any one system in the grpmmgr. (verb tense or

noun, for instance), but by "analyzing and reporting experiences-whith have

become fixed in the language as integrated fashions of speaking." Lexical,

morphological, syntactic, and other systematically diverse means are coordinated

in a certain frame of consistency by native speakers. These differences ia

grammatical forns are said to reveal how language shapes a people's Weltanschauung,

or ---)rld view which, in turn, is coordinated in many ways to habitual behavior.

For example, Hopi and SAE contrast markedly in a number of large-scale

linguistic patterns. Striking differences are found in plurality and enumeration,

nouns of physical quality, temporal forms of nouns and verbs, and concepts of

duration, intensity, and tendency. Through such linguistic comparisons, Whorf

then infers "certain dominant contrasts" in habitual thought which is then

projected into behavior. Linkages between Hopi linguistic and non-linguistic

forms may be expressed in shorthand fashio Olicws :
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Lack of objectified time pattern-

cultural emphasis on preparedness and repetition

SAE speakers, by contrast, split nouns into a form-plus-substance

dichotomy (e.g. a glass of water) leading to a binary logic and dualistic

conception of reality. Further, historicity, record-keeping, calendars,

and even science are possible, Whorf inferred, because verb tenses are

realized in an objectified sense of time.

Whorf speculated that the obligatory nature of language operates

"behind" or "above" the focus of personal consciousness. In manipulating

whole paradigms, words, classes, and grammatical orders, the thinker, in

effect, is controlled by the structural boundaries of his language. Sub-

linguistic perception, in this sense, is undoubtedly a primordial experience

common to all men, but conscious awareness of sensations requires the

linguistic apparatus.

Whorf resolved the problem of the mutual influence of language and

culture by emphasizing the dominant role which linguistic patterns once

established play. By limiting plasticity and rigidifying channels of

developMent, language becomes the primary determinant of culture patterns.

Meanings are thus locked into language categories. In turn, meanings control

conduct.

As Fishman indicates, under the aegis of the Whorfian school, language

itself is seea as an objective reality by means of which it structures and

5organizes the "out there" in certain characteristic ways. The assumption,

then, is that when languages differ maximally, the.orgenizing schemata iqhich

their speakers impose on the non-linguistic world should also differ maximally

10:0
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Ethnographic Support of the Hypothesis: Whole-Language and Culture-Analysis

The impetus of Whorf's hypothesis had a salutary effect on linguistic

and ethnographic work. In linguistics, for instance, the American formal-

istic orientation
gradually gave way to a renewed concern with semantics aad

meaning analysis.6 Some ethnographers,
operating within the language-

causation perspective, analyzed non-literate
languages to discern the world-

view that is incorporated in these various codifisz.V-ion systems.

Malinowski's data on the Trobriand Islanders was the starting point

for Dorothy Lee's
investigation of this group's metaphysical assumptions

(being, value, time, etc.) as these are articulated in the language and

ceremonial life. In this analysis, language canlains within it the premises

of the culture, and "codifies reality in such a way that it presents it as

absolute to the members of each culture."7 Although, directionality is not

explicitly stated, the implicit recognition that codification determines

reality does seem apparent.

Kluckhohn and Leighton furnished data on the Navaho which supports the

Whorfian thesis. The approach--from grammar
classes and vocabulary to thought

and behavior--is
essentially that of Whorfls with some modification. While

every language, they hold, "has an effect upon what the people who use it see,

what they feel, how they think, what they can talk about," they add, that

linguistic differentiations,
"like other sorts of cultural selectivity, rest

upon the historical experiences of thc-people."8 This would suggest a culture-

influences-language approach. Yet, the mnalysis of Navaho verbs as eln.dence of

cognitive style makes the grammar-to-world-view
analytic leap characteristically

found in Whorf.

For example, Kludkhohn and Leighton contend that Navaho verb steMs

depend on the types of their subjects or objects (long-ob)ect class, granular
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mass class, and so on), and fuse prefixes and other separable elements in

accord with multitudinous alternatives. The excessively literal language,

they conclude, is a consequence of this inner classification, and implies

a highly concrete world-view with little scope for abstractions.

The problem with such analysis, of course, is that the very concepts

of "concrete" and "abstract," would seem to be ethnocentrically-based. What

is "concrete" and what "abstract," like the figure-and-ground problem in

Gestalt psychology, may be in the mind of the beholder. Nevertheless, such

data did give added credence to the Whorfian hypothesis.

Hoijer's work on the Navaho was a careful attempt to indicate func-

tional interrelationships between socially patterned habits of speaking and

thinking and other socially patterned habits.9 Applying Whorf's technique

of analysis, Hoijer claims that there are striking parallels between certain

semantic themes and Navaho behavior. In three broad speech patterns,

including conjugation of active herbs, reporting of actions and events, and

the framing of substantive concepts, the Navaho stress the nature, direction,

and status of movement in considerable detail. Correlated with this verbal

orientation is the objective condition of Navaho nomadic life, which entails

incessant movement from one pasturage to another. Further validation for

Hoijer's correlations is furnished by Kluckhohn's non-linguistic data of the

cultural postulates that underlie Navaho behavior.10

Critical Assessment of the Whorfian Hypothesis

Criticism focus on certain logical, methodological, and psychological

difficulties inherent in the linguistic deterndnism argument. Such evaluations

have stimulated various approaches to the language-culture problem, as in

experimental work, ethnoscieace, and a social contextual analysis to verbal

behavior.
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The critical question posed by Whorf and the whole-language and

culture-analysis school revolves around the following point: do differences

in language structure
correlate or correspond to actual differences in ways

of perceiving and
conceiving the world, and thus affecting social behavior?

Critical judgments have
subsequently been aimed at not only the methodological

weaknesses but also at the very conceptualization of the problem. Certain

key criticisms are the following:

(1) The whole-patterns analysis, inherited from the work of Benedict

and the early Culture and Personality School in Anthropology, is

pre-scientific. The resulting research is impressionistic and

intuitive, and lacks methodological and theoretical rigor.

(2) The principle of linguistic relativity, like the tenet of cultural

relativity, is an assumption. Research suggests that the problem is

more complex. Distinct cultures may have similar languages, while

11

nearly identical cultures may possess distinctive languages.

(3) A translation fallacy is implicit in Whorf's world-view thesis.

The literal translations
which Whorf offered of Indian phrases and

sentences act to distort the significance of metaphors and histori-

12
cal changes of language.

(4) A logical weakness is the circularity of inference implicit in Whorf's

testing of the hypothesis.
13 A tautology is apparent as in the

assertion that people perceive time differently Loom SAE speakers

because their way of talking about it is different, and their way of

talking about it is different, because they perceive differently.

112
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(5) The assumption that language, thought and behavior Pa'egories are

somehow equivalent provides the analytic leap from linguistic data

to non-linguistic. This one-to-one correspondence has been rejected

as untenable. Mauss (1900) holds for instance, that genders correspond

to little more than linguistic survivals.
14

There is often a lack

of a mirror relationship between linguistic and social categories.

Investigation of these categories requires that the researcher operate

within the frame of reference of the native speaker to extract relevant

meanings.
15

(6) Syntax and terminology do not necessarily inhibit any specific metaphysic.

Aristotelian metaphysics has been expressed in such diverse languages as

Syriac, Arabic, Hebrew, and Latin.16 Classical Hebrew has ideas of

"being," although the language possesses no abstract verb "to exist."

(7) The known facts of linguistic change, multilingualism, and cultural

diffusion imply that autonomous culture change occurs. The absolute

"tyranny" of language, in Sapirts words, does not prevent cultural

exchange, translation, and new discrimtions 17

Opposition also fastens on the inadequate field sampling (Newton), the

premature categorization of linguistic items (Hockett), the failure to test

alternative deterministic factors, such as history or belief systems (Greenberg),

and the oversimplication of the purported social patterns. 18 Inherited

linguistic patterns as these affect activities is least important in practical

contexts, and most significant in myth, religion and philosophy. These different

universes of discourse are really not commensurable.

The global approach of the Whorf%School,las now been abandoned. The

illustrative and anecdotal materials whicharepr4Wedto support the language-

thoughtculture argument have been rejected on:the grounds that the procedure is
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neither reliable nor valid. Three recent perspectives--the experimental

approach in psycholinguistics, ethnoscience in anthropology, and social

contextual analysis in socioloa--have attempted, on the one
hand, to

subject the thesis to more rigorous testing, and on the other, to account

for the strategic role of language in social relations.

In doing so, the original problem has been subsequently altered.

Emphasis has focused on the development o4 limitedpropositions that assert

the interrelatedness of language, cognition, and social conduct.

Experimental Evidence

Psycholinguistics includes a range of research interests. Studies

of special interest are color perception and terudnologies, ease or difficulty

of codability, the influence of grammatical categories, and visual illusions.19

While the problems are diverse, the research purpose has a common aim. Experi-

ments attempt to systematically establish the type, degree, and conditions

under which relations between codification (or speech behavior), cognition, and

behavior may be said to exist.

Experimental findings suggest caution in any premature assumptions about

the unidirectionality of linguistic behavior as affecting non-linguistic. For

instance, increased use of categories, usually leads to shorter names, or higher

codability. Color perception, however, may occur even without codification.°

Language is not, then, the only experience man has with which to organize his

perceptual field. Experiments on Navaho and English speaking children in

Boston show that practice with objects or toys may be an instrumental in form-

matching as learning a language such as Navahavith its grammatical categories

of form and material.
21

The cross-cultural differences noted in geometrical

illusion susceptibility do point to distinct Abortion effects. That is,
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environmental factors (size and shape of objects) tend to affect perception

through the linguistic forms. Westerners do "see" differently from non-

Westerners, which is a joint function of environmental and linguistic

differences.
22

There is no simple cause (language), however, leading to

an effect (behavior).

Ethnoscience or Folk Taxonomies

Recent work in cognitive anthropology airs at deriving the principles

1:7 which a people classify their universe.23 Methods of discovering and

describing cognitive systems include semantic categorization of native

terminology, thus "discerning how people construe their world of experience

from the way they talk about it."24 Culture is here identified with cognition.

Codability, whether in color or disease terms, or in time-space experiences,

does reveal significant cultural properties. In Frake's research among the

Subanuns of the Philippines, he found that the apparent inconsistencies in disease

concepts could be understood by recognizing the different levels of contrast. In

this scheme, distinct, exclusive categories of illness were found at each level

of contrast. Naming of illness has direct implications for behavior. Role

performances, bride price calculations, and joking and drinking behavior are

intricately related to commtmication of disease.

An analysis of noun clanses and folk taxonomy in Papago by Mathiot shows

a close affinity between linguistic patterns and perception. Papago speakers

tend to indicate gradual, rether than yes/no or binary, oppositions. The

supposed universality of a two-valued logic may be doubtful if perception is

indeed a function of specific lingpistic str
25

uctures.

In mucli-of the work to date, ethnoscience research provides nice

illustrations of the cuXtmelrelativity of semantic distinctions, and behavioral

effects consequent from such codification systems. Objettions have been raised,

115
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however, to the notion that any single analysis reveals much about a people's

cognitive structure. Folk taxonomies are partial tools, at best. Burling

holds that a structural semantics approach which relates two observable types

of data--language use and events in the nonlinguistic world--is more promising

for working out the set of rules which guide a group's behavior.28

Social Contextual Analysis

In a very crucial sense, the linguistic determinism thesis has been

abandoned--some would say, prematurely. Findings from experimeatal and field

work studies point to the multinlicity of variables Lnvolved, the difficulty

of establishing directionality, and the changing phenomenon of language itself.

A so-called partial deterudnism, or possibilistic view, as articulated by Byrnes

and Carroll has set the tone for an analysis of semantic habits as these relate

to the sociocultural context.
27

Recent sociolinguistic research looks to the partial dependencies between

properties of linguistic systems, on the one hand, and characteristics of the

users, and circumstances of the use, on the other. The equation of one language -

one culture is invalid, when levels of communication, social situations, dialect

variations, and other indicators of heterogeneity are recognized. Research trends

demonstrate, for instance, the various levels of communication, as in Hall's

study of formal, informal, or technical forms of language use.28 The "situation,"

as a crucial variable, is now admitted.
29 Speech forms ere seen to vary by

class and social experience, producing distinctive linguistic codes, as in

Bernstein's analysis of res-icted and elorated codes.
30

ab Talk, as socially

organized encounters, is analyzed as meahings-in-use.

"Residual" or "deep" rules, which subtely govern social conduct, are

investigated by ethnomethodology, a recent iierspective ih sociology. "Fringe
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meanings" of words are connoted by a variety of indicators: vocabulary,

syntax, phonetic variations, tone of the speaker and other linguistic or

verbal clues, as well as dress, social status, biography, gesture, posture,

and other paralinguistic symbols. These combine to communicate the intent

of the speaker, and not merely the verbal content.32

Langizage, in this context, becomes a methodological strategy to explore

linkages between what is said and the nature of the social scene. The God's

Truth School, which holds that the semantic structure is the key to culture

and social organization, makes little sense to investigators operating in a

differentiated semantic domain. Linguistic relativity receives strong support

in this research, but the sources of the variation are seen in the social order,

rather than in the language per se. The most significant contribution, however,

is the eradication of the formal distinction between language (la langue) and

speech (la parole). Instead of-the analytically distinct entities articulated

by De Saussure and others, formal properties and meanings-in-use are seen as

a single entity. This conjoining of formerly separate spheres may, yet, have

its most profound impact on creating a science of man that is based on language

and the rules of thought.

Language and Social Structure - Toward a Linguistically Based Social Science

Relativism seems a less viable position today. A counter-trend is

emerging under the impact of linguistic, psychological, and comparative studies

that aim at establishing a set of general principles and interrelated laws that

underlie all organized behavior.. Here, I can only be suggestive.

,c
Levi-Strauss, a French S'Ocial anthroRologist, is undoubtedly the leading

-

proponent of the position that social things are of the same order as mental
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regularities. In applying the rules of logic to the analysis of social

forms, Levi-Strauss analyses
social systems in terus of linguistic systems,

"built by the mind on the level of unconscious thought." Even as structural

linguistics orders the vast diversity of sounds and meanings, social scientists

should dissect the logical operations that underly social principles of order.

Such principles, he assumed are finite and universal, but capable of generating

an infinite number of possible specific orderings. The social scientist, in

this formulation, should concentrate on forms, not content, for understanding

basic social laws.
33 The theoretical work of Piaget, Chorisky, and Greenberg

also reflect the effort to develop universalistic statements
regarding the nature

of man.
34

Conclusions

My own view of this very promising tread is that American social

scientists will continue to lag behind European fbrmulations in erecting a

linguistically-based social science. The strong commitment to a "middle range"

theoretical position which cam only generate limited and probabilistic propositions

will undoubtedly hinder this-more rationalistic, and wholltic approach. There

ia no doubt, however, that American sociology, social psychology, and anthropology

will continue to modify their conceptual tools, in orden to account more adequately

for the role of langcage in an understanding of the construction of social order.

The Sapir-Whorf legacy may be only now coming into its own.
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